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INTRODUCTION
PcFsonnel serving visually impaired students have unique professional development and training

reeds. Due to the low incidence nature of the visual impairments, personnel serving blind and visually
limited students serve relatively large geographic regions and tendto be rather isolated from their fellow
professionals. The 1980 Institute for Public School Personnel Serving Visually Impaired Students was

\Lorganized in response to the recognized need to establish communication among professionals. Further,
'there have been niany;developments in the area of educational materials designed specifically for
instruction of visually impaired students over the past few years. Yet there is no real forum for public
school professional personnel serving visually impaired students to come together to share and
communicate about these developments or the use of these new materials.

During the 1979.80 school year, 1225 visually impaired and blind persons received Special Education
programs and services in local and intermediate school districts and the Michigan School for the Blind.

Due to the least restrictive environment (L.R.E.) mandates of Public Law 94-142; an increasing
number of visually impaired students are being served in local schools near their homes and have a need
for specialized materials and equipment. In order to meet the needs of these students and their teachers;
this kind of Institute program seemed appropriate for the sharing of information. More specifically; the
program was conducted in response to requests submitted to the Speciai Education Services Area from
practitioners in the field.

The purpose of the 1980 Institute for Public School Personnel Serving Visually Impaired Students
was multifaceted: The Institute is one small step in assyring that visually impaired students in Michigan
will continue to receive and benefit from the most appropriate educational programs and services. Such a
program has the potential to facilitate the placement and maintenance of visually impaired students in
the !east restrictive environment. To be more specific, the Institute was designed to meet the following
objectives:

1. To inform professional personnel serving visually impaired students of the development of the
new Media Center for the Visually Impaired:

. to provide potential users of the Media Center with the opportunity to express their,needs,
and
to provide guidance and direction to the Media Center staff;

. To provide information on the new role of the Michigan School for the Blind:

a to describe how the state school fits into the continuum of services for visually impaired
students residing in Michigan, and

b. to share fUture plans for the state school;

To provide information to participants regarding new instructional materials and programs;

To provide an awareness of service agencies which provide services for, or information regarding,
blind persons (e.g., Commission for the Blind; PAM Assistance Centre, Michigan State University
Artificial Language Laboratory; International Institute for the Visually Impaired, 0 7, Inc., etc.);

5. To provide information on availability of Orier:tation and Mobility Specialists in Michigan;
, ,;

6. provide a preview and technical assistance regarding the new Michigan Special Education
s (P.A. 451);

7: To provide an awareness of trends in education for visually impaired persons on the loCal, state,
national; and international levels; and

. To collect infOrmation from the field which would be relevant for future. statewide pianning for
visually impaired students and public school personnel serving these students.



The 1980 Institute for Public Sciibol Personnel Serving Visually Impaired Students was funded
cooperatively by the Michigan Department of Education - Special Education Services Area with Part VI-B

funds of public Law 94-142 (Education for Handicapped, Children's Act), the Michigan School for the
Blind, and the Division for the Visually Handicapped of the Council for Exceptional Children
(C.E.C.,-D.V.H.). The Division for:the Visually Handicapped sponsored Mr. Phil Vedovatti't participationjn
the Institute's activities. Dr. Nancy Bryant, Superintendent of the Michigan School for the Blind, and Dr.
Deborah Livingstbn-White, Special Education Consultant for the Visually Impaired, served as co-plannerS

and coordinators for the program.
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AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE-,
Donna-Heiner
Carol Rottman

International Institute for the Visually Impaired; 0-7; Inc:

We are the 'children of the earth.
Our family_ is_ spread
over the whole earth
and across all time...

Each of us is related -

to all beings
and all things..

and we are everything that is.

- Laurie Kohl
3s,

"

We are here today because we are concerned, as educators and as caring individuals, about improving services to
visually impaired children in Michigan.

The nu per of children we teach are small.HIL9:/il A-ace, at the same time, part of `arreVen larger group. Throughout
the world are countless visually impaired children. New of these children received intervention.at an early age - they
spent their first years learning the skills necessary for them to function competently and independently, attend school
with sighted peers, and look forward to their adult years. A larger number of these children did not receive special
attention and need not have been blind at all - they were blinded by poverty, ignorance, or malnutrition; they have little
chance of achieving fulfilling,indepelident adulthood. These, too, are our children.

Physical handicaps, blindness included, arenot bounded by geography, race, or politics, Countries are now aware
dfilie existence of large numbers of handicapped children and adults. Interest in the welfare of the-handicapped
exists worldwide. What does not exist are adequate programs. No nation, not even the United States, is identifyingtnd
serving all of its handicapped.

Although each nation has unique social and economic characteristics, the problems each must face in the area of
special education are sirriller. Identification of children, early Intervention, parent involvement, legal rights,
appropriate placement, and employment bf the handicapped are concerns not limited to the United States. In each
country, the quality of those provisions, however, is closely related to the prosperity of that country and to the level of
`service (educational, medical, etc.) available to all its children.

During the last 50 years, the United States has become a leader in special education. Our research is unequalled
by any other nation. We have large numbers of trained professionals in education and in related fields. Our abundant
economic resources have made possible the development of many innovative techniques. Adaptations and
translations of our assessments are in use throughout the world. Our publications in the field of special education are
on bookshelves cf bookstores, universities, and private libraries in numerous countries.

We have much knowledge to share with the rest of the world. We also have much to learn. Europe was the home of
those who first began to study and teach children who deviated from the norm. Thde, special educationhas continued
to develop. The article you received at this conference delineates many of these developments. There is a need to
share ideas among nations and among the different disciplines in those nations. Many of these ideas can be modified
for use with our children.

A significant international trend is the prevention of disablement by intervention at an early age. Nowhere is this
more evident than in the field of visual impairment. The loss of a major sense, vision, affects the young blind child in
all areas of development. During the first weeks of life, the child's relationship with caregivers is hindered by the lack
of vision. The child must be taught to learn through remaining senses and, if some sight is present, to use that sight to
the fullest extent possible.

To be effective, intervention must be early and sj5ecific. In the U.S.; recognition of this fact for all disabilities has
. resulted in a number of pre-school programs which seek to provide this intervention. The very young blind child

presents a dilemma to educators. When the first federal intervention programs were funded, there was little shared
knowledge about the young visually impaired child and even less appropriate material for parents and teachers._ The
last few years have seen a proliferation of resources - assessments, The Guide and The OR Project; newsletters,
National Newspatch; and publication of research findings; Selma Fraiberg's insights from the Blind and David
Warren's Blindness and Early Childhood Development.

There is still a great deal we need to understand concerning the learning processes of both partially sighted and
blind children. We must direct our focus to earIchildhood education, to pre-learning skills. In order to do this, we
must move from the classroom to the home; from academic subject areas to self-help and psychomotor skills/

The International Institute for Visually Impaired, 0-7, Inc. was incorporated in October, 1978. Until that time there
existed no institute or organization, naticlnaLcrinternational, devoted exclusively to study, research, and
dissemination of information relative to the development of visually impaired infants and young children.
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Our major purpose is to aid parents and teachers of the veryyoung blind child. Our staff, ; originators, teachers,
and curriculum consultants for a World=renoWned BEH Demonstration Project for the preschool blind child,possesses

unique skills and resources. We want to share the results cf our experiences, material gathering and communication

with educator's of the blind all over the world. We want to startpre at home. A

Michigan is an appropriate location ter such an InStiti.ite. Many states to which we travel have permissive
legislation until age 5. They see the need, but must fight major battles in order to establish and pay for the needed
programs. Our legislation is clear: we are to focus on °children frorn_birth_on. Michigan has so muctrzfInplace" for-

success for visually impaired,,yet the quality, of service available to parents and children is notuniforin. Wikcan Start

right here at home y concerning ourselves`with thq welfare of children in neighboring_countieb..Qur goal should be to

find each visually impaired child sooi after birth, plan carefully for his/her development; and'give the child's parents

the encouragement and confidence to be his/her lifelong teachers.

In concluqjon,we'd like to share with you a quotation which has bec9me an expression of our beliefs:

Many of the things we need can wait. The child cannot. eight now is the time his bones are, being formed, his blood is

being made. and his senses are being developed.

To him we cannot answer "tomorrow."
His name is TODAY.

Gabrila Mestral, Poet
Nobel Prize Winner, Chile

I' '



THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED CHILD'
.= A Nati Onal Overview -

Jane Scandary, Consultant .

Special Education Services Area

The tionalpicture of what's happening in the field of education for the visually handicapped can be described
only as "b ; yet promising" at the present time.

Although great strides appear to have been made In breaking up the educational isolation of this group of
handicapped children, the resulting special education progrartis and services provided to this group of handicapped
individuals leaves much to be desired.

State and federal legislation have mandated that the public schools shall priyide a free, appropriate, public
education to all handidapped 'Idren within the 3-21 age group. Further, they have mandated that this free,
approririate,public edcation be pro ed in the'the rhost enabling environment (Least Restrictive Enviroement) and
as close to the,child's place of residenceas:possible. All educationally appropriatetrelated, and supportie services
deemed necessary to meet the uniqcie needs of a hartdicaped child, in order for him to benefit from "specialized
instruction" in this "most enabling environment," are also mandated to be provided.

Taken as a who1;1hi...1s pretty heavy stuff - and particularly for persons who have been identified as having,

handicaps which ,fit into the low-incidence populatiOn.(1.e., a low percentage of a particular handicapping condition
within a normal population). Historically; this group of handicapped persons has been educated in isolated
educational settings operated by local, state, or private agenciesoOvertly, the rationale for this educational isolation
has always been ;ne of economics. Covertly, society has never liked to acknowledge that it didn't relish the idea of
learning how to live and cope with this group of handicapped persons.

Beginning with the Brownaecision that ±` 'Separate but equal' is not equal," and cluminating in the-Bducation for
All Handicapped Children's Act, known as Putlip Law 94.142, society can no longer ignore the educational or life
needs of this low -incidence handicapped population'. However; ss with all things; mandates to provide do not ensure
that appropriate provisions shall be made `r- unless there are procedures for monitoring and compliance, and persons
who care enough to ensure that the provisions necessary for each individual child, in accord with his/her unique
needs, are met.

Legislation has provided for procedures.by which monitoring and compliance of the laws may be carried out. It
has also provided means by which parents may advocate for their child through the due process provisions of the law,
These due process rights are founded on the premise that parents know what is best eduoationallyrfor their child. This.
may or cnay not be a false premise. Parents know what they want for their child, but they may or may not know what is
best educationally for them. It is incumbent upon an educator, knowledgeable in the area of the handicapping
condition; its impact on the growth; development; and learning of the child; and the science and art of pedagogy; to
tranform and translate the parental and societal goals into the appropriate educational plan for the child. And therein
lies the dilemma! - particularly for the visually impaired school ohi;d within this -culture. .

Legislation has mandated a more enabling enviornment than what has been available previously to the visually
impaired child. Parents have been given the right to assist in the dev.?.lopment of an appropriate educational plap for
their child. Administrators have been mandated to prbvide the personnel, facilities, materials; and. equipment to
facilitate this individualized education plan - but it does not appear to be happening in either the nature or degrpe as
wqs the intent of the legislation.

Perhaps if we examine some of the interesting facts surrounding the edudation of the visually impaired; we might
be able to understand why Oere appears to be a gap in the implementation of the legislation dealing with the
education of visually handicapped children.

1. The old "State School for the Blind," as an educational facility for all blind and
visually impaired children within a state, is an institution of the past.

The concept of programming for a child in the "least restrictive environment" and "in'as normal,a pee'r settings
is _possible and appropriate" has, changed the numbers and nature of the children now seeking placement in such
institutions. These state schools are rapidly becoming educational centers for those children whose needs cannot be
met in any appropriate manner in a regular school or within a local school district. Programminc, within these state
schools no longer is,developed for or focuses on the "nice, neat, blind or visually impaired child" that composed the
population of these schools in the past.

2. Programs for the visually' impaired are being established in the larger
population centers throughout the state.

Where sufficient population warrants, programs for the visually impaired are being developed closer to the
residence of the child. And, in some cases, there is even a continuum of services available for the visually impaired
children within their home school districts. By a "continuum," I mean "appropriate options for service" ranging frpm
the self-contained classroom to total integration within the regular classroom with a full range of appropriate support
services."
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It should be mentioned that, although'there is an increase in local program development, the covera _qe throughout
the state in'this program development is still spotty. This is also true, tQ an even greater extent, in the provision of al/
related and supportive services necessary to the success of the integrated; visually impaired child.

3. More visually impaired children are being "educated" within the 'public
,, schools of their home communities;

It stands to folloW that if tfie state schools have changed their focus and clienteie, and therehas been an increase
-in local program development; more visually impayed children are receiving more educational services from theli local
orjntermediate school districts. This is supported by the increase in the numbers of Teacher Consultant positiona
opened by local school districts and the increasing needs for central media and material_ centers which are being
deSigned to meet the material and; equipment needs of the visually impaired within these settings:

'Despite these "facts" that seem to indicate that all is going well in the ProVititin,of educational programs and
services for the visually impaired, there are some other kinds of "facts" that would appear to throw a different light
upon this. optimiatic story.

1. The recorded incidence of visual impairment in the general population
(medical and Americ*Printing House quota reports) IS increasing.

'State and national child -Find projects, medical services, and social service agencies dealing with infant and
young children are identifying more visually handicapped childrekearlier in life, than previously: In a recant national
survey done by Dr. Geraldine Scholl and Ms. Marianne Vaughn for the Instil-Cite for State Education Consultanta for the
Visually Impa4-ed; there were only seven_ states where the APH Quota count arid the listed- number of visually
halidicapped students served by Special Education within that state showed little or no difference.

\
2. The recorded incidence of visually impaired Childlert being identified. as -

handicapped and served by special education' programs and services is
decreasing;

According to the survey mentioned above; a majontyof the,states (31) report lessee in the count of the number of
visuallyimpaired students under P.L. 94.142 and 89=313. These Idg6ei are often aldnifibant; from one-third to one-half
in 1978 -79 compared to 1975-76. The most recent figures released by the Michigan Department of Education relative to
-child count indicates that in 1977-78 there were 1,336 students identified as visually impaired within thb State of
Michigan. As of the most recent, count (APT. 1071980), there were 1,225 visually impaired students for the 1979-80
school year - a difference of 111"students. One must wonder, given tne inf ormatien stated above, where have all the
visually.impaired children gone - and, even more where are they going? One must also wonder whether they are being
caught in the same situation as those ppor spellers who are determined to spell "relief" with the letters
"R-O-L-AA-D-S:"in the case of the visually iinpairedja it possible that the word,"appropriate" is being spelled "A-VA-I-
L-A= B I-E?" Are thete children being tnisidentified in order that they may be misplaced in "available" rather than

'appropriate programs?

3. There is no nationally recognized advocacy group, which' can spoak for or
represent the causes of the visually impaired, school-age child. i

,

Although there have been more federal monies designated toward the education of the visually impaired; over a
longer period of time, through support fOr the American Foundation for the Blind; the American Prim ng House ter the
Blind, and the Congressional Library for the Blind, than almost any other Single_ handitapping,condition,: these
vencieS have never served or seen themselves as advocacy organzations for the population they serve.

State Departments of 'Special Educaion are fast approaching_the time when categorical consulting; planning;
assistance, and advc cagy fora particular handicapped group will no longer be aviable function of that agency. State
and federal legislation mandating monitoring and compliance activities_ froM this agency will demand that,,b11 time;
;effort, and personnel of that _agency be- devoted - to these mandates rather than serving in the advocacy or quasi -
advocacy functions of the consultant position of the past.

A brief summary of these statements seems to indicate that although the stat schoolof the past is not ndw the'
most appropriate educational placement for a large number_ of visually impaired students, and althoUgh there is an,'
increase in local program -development for these students, there are still gaps in the delivery of services to this_16w-

-incidence, handicapped population - and that one of the° methods of filling tke ga_p appears to be through._
inappropriate identification and programming: Further, it would appear that there is nb'one organization to serve as
"speaker'' or "advocate" for.this gro'up of children on either a state or national level.. ;

%
, p

Given th ikiinferrnation - what can be done about the plight of the visually impaired student? I think that the time
has come to avelop a new advocacy group composed of yourselveS= teachers and other prOfeasidnals working with ,"
and involved in the education of the VistiallyiMpaired child. This, in turn, galls for a new role andresponsibility for you --
as teacher. Let usiook, for a few brief minutes, at the role of "advocate" and some ofthe activities that a feather as
advocate might be able to do.
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An advocate is a person who is in a position to overtly or covertly protect, support, and argue the interests and
welfare of someone else: The role and funbtion of the teacher as an advocate is not a new one, but it has never been
addressed specifically as such. In the selection of a career as a teacher, there is an inherent factor of interest and

%main for the educational welfare of children. It is not required that a teacher love children as a prerequisite to
entrance into the profession. It is required that teachers care about the children for whom they have responsibility.

The teacher has or develops concerns about the importance of learning; and the rightand necessity for children
tb learn certain things in order to be able to function effectively within their environments. The teacher of handicapped
children has even greater need to see/recognize this role and function as a constant and continuing part of their
-professionaLand personal responsibilities.

Some ofthe ways in wh:ch a teacher may serveas an advocate are as follows:

1) It'is incumbent upon the teacher to be knowledgeele about the rules and regulations encompassed within
the federal and state laws governing the education of the handicapped in order to (a) protect the child's right
to the teacher's service, (b) p-otect the teacher's right to provide appropriate services to the child, and
(c) protect theteacher's right and responsibility to inform the parents and child of their rights included within
these legislative acts for their understanding and use.

2) Active membership in local, state; and national teacher associations for the purpose of initiating, reviewing,
recommending, and supporting organizational actions which would have a positive impact upon the
handicapped children within the employing school district. It is also incumbent upon the special education
teacher to serve as a countervailing force within the organization relative to policies and actions which might
imOct negatively upon the educational rights and provisions of handicapped students ,within that school
district.

3) Active participation in a local, state, or national community organization which has, as one of its major goals,
service to a specific group of handicapped persons. Frequently, special community protects and support for
an individual or groups of handicapped persons within a community can be addressed more quickly and
efficiently through such organizations than through institutional agencies. Keeping such a community
organization informed of the community needs of handicapped persons within that community could be a
major advocacy role of the teacher member.

4) Knowledge of and contact with the various local and state organizations which focus on specific
handicapping conditions, the kinds,of services that they provide, and how to tap these agencieS fOr service.
This repertoire of information should be made available to parents of specific handicapped children- for the
support, information, and resources which these organizations may be able to provide to their consumer
groups.

5) IndiVidual Schobl and community activities in which a teacher may serve in an advocacy role are many and
varied - ranging from writing articles to newspapers relative to specific issues dealing with the handicapped
within a community and/or speaking on behalf of the handicapped or handicap need at a community function,
to a consistent accepting attitude and behavior that bespeaks of a respect for individual differences in any
form:

6) The teaching of the handicapped to assert themselves is a major function and responsibility of the teacher.
The methods and means by which the handicapped individual can be taught - or teach-himself - to relate to
his peers and others, accomplish normal or adaptive learning tasks; andcope with his disabilities lithin and
outside the educational environment will serve, in and of itself, as a supportdlnd argument for the causes of
the handicapped. The teacher has the primary responsibility, as a facilitSting agent, to ensure that this
independent growth and development takes place. It is the rote and function of the teacher of a handicapped
person to provide the necessary guidance and direction,enabling environment, and the appropriate resources
which will encourage and ensure maximum growth of the handidapped person to assert himself as an
individual and to be an advocate for himself and his peers.

This list of teacher-advocacy _activities Is by no means complete -_but. rather _perceived to be_ elementary or
hegihhihg advocacy activities for all teachers of handicapped children; and, in particular, essential for those teachers
of low-incidence handicapped who, at this point in time; have no one else to serve in this capacity.

It behooves all of us who are concerned about and working with these children to accept the challenge. of
advocacy; both within and outside _our educational responsibilities, You, as_ teachers_ of these children, have the
potential of becoming an organized force through which appropriate programs and services may be planned and
developed for the visually_ impaired children within the State of Michigan. Once begun, this force could gain strength
through national association and, hOpeftilly.;.have national impact relative to the children of our concern. May I urge
you to accept the challenge of Teacher as.,!,kdvocate now. Our children canl wait - for each day they grow - and "to
wait is to neglect."
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THE MEDIA CENTER
Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped: Background

Julie Nicol, Director.

The purpose of this presentation is to review and update teachett on library services for the blind and physically
handicapped offered by the Media Center. The services of the Media Center can have an impact on teathett, their

students, and their futures.

The Media Center_ is located at the State Library: It is a part of the Department of Education within the State

Library and been very active in the outreach to schools and special projects to schools: As a result of mandatory

education for the handicapped, more and more people have become familiar_with the services of the State Library.

Regional libtatiet with similar services are available throughout the country. These services are free and used by the

visually impaired and blind as well as a large groUpef_phyticall,. nandicapped people who cannot use print; whether.

its because they cannot hold a book, cannot turn pages; or they utdn't have the motor- ability to follow a line of print.

Nion=teaders and the learning disabled fall into this category, too, because many of the students and adults cannot

deal with print.

The Blind and Physically Handicapped Library is one important link in a network of regional and subtegiOnal
libraries throughoUt the United States established through federal legislation_ to serve the_ blind and physically

handicapped of this country; The primary_ purpose and responsibility of this network of libraries is to provide free
reading materials to those who, because of physical limitations; cannot use normal print. In addition to blindness and

physical handicaps, limitations include any disability that prohibits the hOlding of a book or turningof pages (i.e.;

muscular dystrophy; cerebral palsy; or severe stages of arthritis). A person with a reading disability resulting-from an

organic dysfunction is also eligible for these services.

Federal legislation has been important not only in creating,this unique service; but also in striving_continually to

improve it. In 1931, federal legislation allowed -tor materials to be made available to all blind adults. Talking
Book service was extended to blind adults in 1934. In 1952, the service was enlarged to include school-aged children.

Then; in 1966, these services were expanded further to include all handicapped persons who cannot read normal print

because of physical limitations. Certification by a competent authority is all that is required to receive service.

Services can be provided to the individuals in their homes or in the name of an institution such as a school, retirement

center, or library. Reading materials consist of Braille, large print, bbOks recorded either on disc or cassette tapes. The

library in Lar4ing has a total holding_ of_ovet 25,000 titles: This consists of almost a quarter of a millibri volumes,

containers, cassettes, and reels of materials:

The Blind and Physically Handicapped Library is adding to its cassette collection by having volunteers record

special b011ettions of materials: Disc boOks are recorded at eight revolutions per minute; cassette titles are recorded

at a speed of '_inches per second. Thete are non-commercial speeds so these materials cannot -be played on

commercial tedordt or cassette players to patrons. Playback machinet are loaned - free of charge: The record players

and cassette machines have been designed specifically for easy use: They are also repaired and serviced, free of

charge; at the State Library in__Lansing, at one of several repair stations by the Telephone Pioneers or Lions Clubs; or

by other voluteers around the state. The services of thete workers has been invaluable in helping to keep thete

machines in working order.

In addition to providing the same type of reference and research services found in every public library, the Blind

and Physically Handicapped_ Library assists.its patrons in locating books, articles, and other materials not found in its

regular collection. If a requested title is not available in useable form, an extensive search is conducted by the staff to ,:-/

determine if the title is available from any other source; If Re, it is ordered: If not, the library is fortunate to have

volunteert who will record, onto tape; any book that is not available. Readers record in their own homes. Workshop's

are held periodically tojnstruct them in proper recording.

Also, the State Library works in close cooperation with the various Braille transcribing groups and individuals

around the state in providingBrailled materals tOthose patrons who need their books and articles in that reading form.

ThOse who need books put into large print are referred to the Michigan School for the Blind in Lansing for that service.

Ninety-nine per cent of the circulation is done through the mail; free of charge.

To assist patrons in selecting the books they wish to read; catalogs and bibliographies are available. Also,

periodicalt, talkiiVtileek topics, and Braille book reviews are available direttly_ to each patron: These publications

Contain articles of general interest to the blind and handicapped as well as list the_new Braille and recorded books

received by the librety. At an added convenience; a toll-free telephone (1-800-292:2525) has been installed in the State

Libtatv. A Message-taking device records calls 24 hburt a day, seven, days a week.'

A weekend institute ("The Think Tank:* 1975) resulted in the awareness of the need for a central clearing house

for materials for the blind and visually impaired. Funding for this project was begun through the Michigan Department

of Education, Special Education Service Area in 1979. A survey conducted around the state indicated that school

personnel were duplicating Braille and taped materials that were available through the State Library, As these are tithe=

consuming activities, it was important to centralize and inform the schools how to -gain access to the materials: A

compilation of catalogs, which lists materials that are held in the schools, is completed and disseminated annually.

The last two years this compilation has been on mIcrofische. This catalog lists, for school personnel, in alphabetical

order by title, bOOks that are located in schools around Michigan and Whith may be borrowed for students' requested

materials. 6
(End of filrn presentation



The Media Center is truly a cooperative venture, as many things are in the area of service to the handicapped
population: Special Education is providing the funds, the School for the Blind is providing the facilities, and ease of
access has been accomplished by transferring two main offices, formerly at MSB, into the central office of the Media
Center. Ultimately, about half of the library building will be used for offices and the collection. in addition, the
Instructional Materials Development_Center; that has been located on the MSB _campus (and still is); will be dealt with
administratively through the Media Center instead-of the School for the Blind. Thus, Bob Doty's operation, which has
provided such services as enlarging print; duplicating through thermoform Braille, and laminating, will be operated
under the Media Center. There has also been a merging of collections to include the textbook materials held at the
School for the Blind. This merging of the Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped educational collection will
be the core of the collection. The Media Center will then be going out to the field to ask school districts and school
personnel to give to the collection those materials that are not being used currently, such as Braille bOoks, tapes, and
equipment;

The Federal Quota Office will also be transferred administratively to the Media Center over a two-year transitional
period. Eventually, the Media Center will be involved with registration and hbpes that; through a little bit of expansion
with the registration process, they will be able to gain information on kids so that the Center can help teachers follow
the child through school and make contact with -that child or with the child's teachers in terms of the next year's
needs. The Center expects to use some Federal Quota money to purchase a large supply of materials that are most
of ten requested:

The Media Center produces about 600 titles annually, based on needs in the field, and two-thirds (2/3) of the funds
go to educatidnal needs

The Media Center has about 4;000 cassette titles in a master collection that are used to duplicate copies to
circulate. These are obtained from the Library of Congress. In addition; the Center has another 4;000 titles that
voliThteets have produced over the years to meet needs. With the ex _panded facility, it -is hoped that the Center can
continue to expand the volunteer services that it has been able to provide; We have about 80 recorders and narrators
that record in their homes. In *klition, the Center has been working, over the last couple of years, again with the
School forthe Blind; in trying to get a core of Braille transcribers that work directly with the library. With the additional
space, the Center will be able to bring volunteers in-house to do production of materials. In the long run, the shining
light is that, perhaps, we can have some recording studios that will have an impact on all of this even more. That is one
of the goals of the Media Center.

THE MEDIA CENTER FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
Alicia Green; Director

The creation of the Media Center for the Visually Impaired is a promising fact; with the understanding that the
equipment and textbooks for the Visually impaired are going to be available arthe appropriate time. It will take
educators to work on a close timetable and an open dialogue for the Media Center to become at least part of the
solution to the many problems in the field of education of the visually impaired. Technological advandes, too, are a
great boon to our educational tasks.

The Media Center hopes to provide fast.and efficient services to every educator of visually impaired_students in
the state. The old recommendation, "Plan .ahead," does not always work in these progressive times. Our children
change residence, and schools, during the summer. Thus, September has become a "Pandora's Box" for the teacher!
Increased family mobility has tremendous implications for educational planning.

The idea of a centralized place to focus on the acquisition; circulation, and storage of educational materials
became a reality with the collaboration of three state agencies: Michigan State Library, Michigan School for the Blind,
and Special Education Services Area of the Michigan Department of Education.

The Media Center for the Visually Iriipaired is a resource center with (1) a Depository Collection of textbooks in
special format and education. materials; _(2)- a Reproduction Center with equipment to enlarge regular print, to
reproduce Braille masters through thermoforming, and, with printing presses with the capability to provide inservice
printing to schools and professionals; and (3) an lnhouse APH' Store with an'inventory of "most-used items" by
students and schools. We have already ordered the equivalent to $20,000 in equipment and supplies which will be
mailed, upon request, from Lansing instead of Louisville; Kentucky: The store should significantly reduce the time
required to fill orders.

The Initial Tasks of the Media Center

Thiinitial tasks of the Media Center mclude the following:

1. To consolidate the educational and textbook collections, with the adaptation and expansion of the existing
Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped automated circulation system: We hope to expand access
and diffusion of the collection, thus facilitating interloan of existing material'Sand avoiding duplication. Also,
we plan to organize an acquisition system that will meet to the needs of all students involved.



2. Reproduction Facilities: The Instructional Materials Development Center, undei: the direction of Robert Doty,
has been providing large-print photo reproduction services for over a decade; By the end of this first year, we
will add a cassette and open -reel duplication unit to provide more complete service to the field.

3. 7olunteer Production: The LibearSr for the Blind and Physically Handicapped; through its Special Services
Jnit, has coordinated the volunteer production of textbook materials. With the assistance of Michigan School

/for the Blind; a Braille transcribing clasS is being offered for the second year. In the near future; a local Braille
transcribing group will be working directly with the Media Center, and in-house materials production will be

increased:

Federal Quota Fund Administration

To date, Dr. Nancy J. Bryant; Superntendent of the Michigan Schobl for the Blind, has been the ex-officio trustee
to the American Printing House fbe the State of Michigan. The School for the Blind has centralized the annual
registration of visually impaired children in the state. The Media Center will_take over this responsibility and Michigan
School for the Blind personnel will act AS adViSorS dUriti the transfer of activities: -The Federal Quota Fund is,
perhaps, the most important source of educational resources for our students. Jeanne Orszag,_Librarian,handles the
details of the quota program. The Media Center has a team of fiVe deditated professionals, but teachers' participation
is vital to complete the process. We need you to share your concerns and suggestions.

FEDERAL QUOTA FUNDING PROGRAM
Jeanne Orsiag; Librarian

_ The registration forms for Federal QuOta are sent out during Christmas vacation each year. These forms are sent

to Special Education Directors at the Intermediate School Districts. The forms are due back to the Media Center by
February 1st; The Media Center must retype the inforrnatiOn frbM these forms in a different format before students are
certified with the AmeriCan Prihting House (A.P.H.). March 1st is the deadline for filing with A.P.H.

Students who are registered in January are not eligible, legally; for materials until the first of October21-iowever,if

&teacher has a class or a student who needs materials; requestS can be made with Federal Quota funds. There is no

reason for a student to beisitting in a classroOrn WithoUt materials Just because he came in late after registration.

Please keep that in mind!

There is a continuing need fOr dedicated volunteers to serve as repair persons, readers, and Braillists. Interested
persons may contact the Media Center for referral to the appropriate organizations.
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OHIO RESOURCE CENTER FOR THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED
Julie Todd, Coordinator

As persons concerned with educating visually impaired students, we are challenged by five major issues:

1) delivery of specialized equipment and materials;
2) inservice;
3) dissemination of information about the latest technology, research findings, and parent concerns;
4) identification; and
5) making others aware of what special education has to offer not only to students, but also to the school

system and to the community.

Our goal as educators is to find a delivery system that addresses these issues. If we do not, we arejust serving
students and not providing special education. Special education involves more than placement of ,a student in a
classroom; it means programming based upon current practices by teachers who are knowledgeable about visually
impaired students and their unique needs.

Educators must examine available resources in order to determine the best method of-achieving their goals for
the special education of visually impaired students. Ohio has tried several different approaches, Initially; a consultant.
at the Division of Special Education was responsible for administerikg Federal Quota funds, thereby delivering
materials and equipment to students. Next; a project was established at the Residential School for the Blind.
Personnel were responsible for the expenditure of Federal Quota funds and for maintaining an inventory of materials.
Both of these methods dealt only with materials and equipment and were not always efficient. Serious issues, such as
inservice, awareness, and information dissemination, were riot being addressed.

A 'decision was made to initiate a new delivery system. The project would be designed specifically to meet the
needs of visually impaired students, their parents, and educators throughout the state. Funded by the Ohio
Department of Education; Division of Special Education; with Title VI-B monies, the Ohio Resource Center for the
Visually Handicapped has the following goals:

provide inservice;

maintain a collection of instructional materials, equipment, and professional literature;

maintain a collection of large print and Braille textbooks to loan to school districts for use with visually
impaired students;

assist the Division of Special Education in administering Federal Quota funds;

work with the regional Special Education Resource Centers to provide information and inservice;

assist the Division of Special Education in the identification of legally blind students; and

disseminate information to parents and educators:

A needs assessment indicated several areas of concern:

Materials:

Federal Quota Funds were not bein_g_ s_pent in the. most effeCtive manner: Braille, large-print books, aftd
equipment were being used once; then co!:ected d:ist on a shelf.

Volunteers:

Approximately 250 volunteers throughout the state were braining, taping; and/or large-type transcribing
for visually impaired students. They were not communicating with each other. There were volunteers in some
parts of the state that had too much to'do; volunteers in other parts of the state had absolutely nothing to do
and wanted to work. We also didn't have enough volunteers in the state producina large type.

Teachers of the Visually Impaired:

Teachers of the visually impaired had several concerns: 1) they felt very isolated, 2) they felt out of toych
with what was going -on in the field; and 3) they bad a desire to help regular educators working with visually
impaired students.



Regular Education:

Regular education teachert, administrators, and sjpport personnel wanted to serve the visually impaired

students, but they often were not sure how to get into the system. They did not even know what the whole

system had to offer them and their students.

'Specific strategies were designed to address the issues mentioned above through:

inservice
Information dissemination
tkoduct development.

Following is an,explanation of the types of activities implemented by the Ohio Resource Center for the Vitually

Handicapped:

Inservice:

Regular meetings for teachers of visually impaired are held twice a year and give teachers an opportunity

to exchange knowledge, idoat, and techniques:

A statwide meeting is held annually. Parents, volunteers; and regular education teachers are involved.

Speakers are chOten based upon the topics highly rated On the needs assessment. A film theatre and exhibits

bypublishers, agencies; representatives, and equipment manufacturers are alto part of this meeting: Ohio

has found the annual meeting to be very well received.

Highly specialized inservice is also provided for educators and parents. Pr- ject PAVE, a project out of the

University of TeXae, came Into Ohio last summer and gave a week -long inservice. A:week-long trainin session .

of teachers on Chisanbop kkas also held. Optacon training is held at two universities during the summer, and

last year the Center provided an Optacon Update Workshop fdt teachers who had already been trained in the

Optacon and have been using it for at least two years. This gave them an opportunity to talk with a

representative from_ Telesentbili about some of the new developMentt and instructional methods to bsused

with the, Optacon. The teachers have requested that the Center do this annually.

The Center supports teachers of the visually impaired in any inservice that they want to provide in their

distriCts. The teacher notifies the Center about the kinds of materials they need _OS., films, pamphlets), and

the materials are sent on loan at no cost: The Center will also help the teacher plan the inservice if assistance

is needed.

In additi-On to doing inservice for teachers of the_vitually impaired; the Center also holds meetings for

regular education teachers; adminittrators, supervisory people_- anyone WhO needs inservice training about

the unique needs of visually Impaired students,The topics and the target groups are based upon the results of

the needs assessment and/or requests. The meetings are held either on a local level or regional level:

The Center also sponsors an annual meeting for the agency people who work with visually impaired

students:

In the fall; we will sponsor four regional workshops for school psychblOgists. The workshop is based on

the model that AFB it using In their six national workshopt. The Center staff also meets with supervisory

people on assessment and programming for visually impaired students and what resources are available;

One of the most requested workshops the Center holds Is for the regular teacher on how to work with

visually Impaired students in the classroom. The Center has developed products to help those regular

classroom teachert.

Information Dissemination:

Information dissemination is probably one of the most challenging, areas addressed by the Center. The

mailing list consists of parents, teachers of visually impaired, administratort of the programs for the visually

impaired, regular edutation teachers, administrators, and support persons working with visually impaired

students.

The newsletter is published three or four times a year and .contains a variety of information inchiding

inservice notices:, news abciiit rieW products, research findings - anything that might be of interest to teachert

and parents of the visually impaired; A reply sheet gives people an opportunity to check off the kinds of

information they want to receive from the Center: The newsletter altb tries to solicit new ideas and

information that teathett Want to exchange with each other.
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We do special mailings for different organizations such as convention notices for the Ohio chapters of
AAWB, AEVH, DVH, and the Athletic Association for the Blind.

Our film library has 40 films that are availble for use in inservice. Most of the films are purchased on
teacher recommendation.

The parent/professional library has over 700 titles. These are books that have been written fOr parents of
visually impaired children or for teachers who are teaching visually impaired children.

The_Center has a number of free materialsrsuch as the Sbciety to Prevent Blindness brochures and some
of the AFB brochures. Any time the Center collects information that it feels will be of use to teachers, multiple
copies are run and "advertised" in the newsletter.

Large Print/BraillelSnacialized Equipment:

All orders for Braille and large-print books', as well as the specialized equipment available from the
American Printing House (APH), come through the Center. The Center checks the inventory to determine
whether or not a particular book or material or piece of equipment is already in the state. If it is, the item will
be mailed or an inter-district loan will be arranged. If it is not available in the state, but can be purchased from
APH with Federal Quota funds; the orders are forwarded to_ APH; A Braille title that is riot available from APH,
but is available some place else in the United States, will be obtained whenever possible.

Approximately 22 percent of the 3600 requests that the Center receives each dear can be handled with
materials that are already in the state. As a result of making better use of materials that are already in the
state, Ohio has been able to make more efficient use of Federal Quota Funds.

The Center promotes volunteer groups by providing supplies such asbinders and spines, braillewriters,
and Braille paper. The Center will duplicate and store masters. Braillewriters and thermoform machines are
repaired by volunteers who belting to the Telephone Pioneers organization.

Product Development:

As a result of concerns expressed by regular education people working with visually impaired students,
the Center decided to design and Produce resources on how to work with visually impaired students.

We called together a group of regular teachers, special teachers, and administrators to start the
development of a filmstrip-cassette program for regular teachers. After much work, tl)e group produced twto
programs. The first program was approximately 10 minutes long. The purpose of this first filmstrip is to
acquaint administrators with characteristics of visually impaired children and to familiarize them with the
available resources. The second program is 25 minutes long and gives detailed instructions about orientation,
teaching techniques, and specialized equipment.

A resource book was developed to accompany the filmstrips.' This resource book, along with the
filmstrip, is a multimedia inservice for regular teachers who work with visually impaired students in their
classrooms.

A list of state and national resources was compiled. The booklet is brief and is updated every quarterly.

A flyer for optometrists and ophthalmologists was developed. The fly& explains the public school
services that are available for visually impaired students.

Ohio has found that the Ohio Resource Center for the Visually Handicapped is an effective delivery system for
assisting parents and teachers in working with visually impaired students to achieve their maximum potential.

' This resource book was designed around the types of questions that regular teachers ask: "Doi Havelo Rearrange
My Classroom?" "Are Special Matelals Needed?" "Do I Have to Change the Way I Teach?" "Will a Student Need
Special Training?"
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PATTERNS:
The Primary Braille Reading PrograM-, .

Hilda Caton, Researcher
EleanOr Pester, Editor

American Printing House for the Blind

This is a presentation of a new Braille reading program PATTERNS: The Primary Braille Reading Program,
publiShed by the American Printing House for the Blind (APR). The project to develop this program was originally

funded by the Bureau for Education of the _Handicapped (BED)' for the first 3 years, during which time the
experimental material was written. After the first 3 years; funding was not renewed by BEH, but was supported by

APH. APH continues to fund this project, now in its 5th year.

_Up until this point in time, the materials that have been used to teach children to read Braille were print textbooks'

transcribed into Braille. Print and Braille are not the same media. This has created any number of problems, such as an

inability to reproduce pictures, diagrams; etc: Improper sequencing of words for the Braille code is another problem: A
word that is easy in Braille may not be easy in print and vice versa. In addition, there is a very controlled repeat pattern

of these words in theptint program. For example; if a word is introduced at the preprimer leVel, it is repeated a certain

number of times on each page; a certain number of times within each stay and within each level: As that word is
mastered; the repeat pattern trailS off and another word or words are started through the same repelt pattern. One of

the things that was happening to kids who were learning to read in Braille -was that they were not having difficult words
in Braille repeated enough, while some words with no similarities in Braille were repeated more than necessary.

Just prior to the start of this project, a national_survewas conducted to see where kids who read Braille were
standing in terms of their reading It was based on achievement in print readers because these are the materials they

_were reading. The survey examined the number of years the students had_been in school. They were still at least 11/2

yearS behind where one would expect thern to be in reading. In the April issue of _the_ Journal of Visual Impairment and

Blindness, there is a description of this study written by Hilda Caton and Earl Rankin.

Although there has been much discussion in the field regarding the decreasing nuMber of blind and visually

impaired StudentS;APH quota registration figrires indicate an increase in the number of these students. The need for a

Braille reading program is substantiated by these numbers.

A review of research on Braille reading and related subjects was conducted at the.ste:t of this project. Research

on the Braille code was applied to a combined Dale and Mich vocabulary list for this series. Studies used for this

'included the 1.969 AshCroft study "Errors in Oral Reading of Braille at ElementarycGrade Levels," "Perceptual Factors

in Braille Word Recognition': (Nolan & Kederis, 1969), and the Report of the Uniform Type Comniiiiee }American

Association of Werkert for the Blind, 1970): Categories of the Braille code were'identified by AshcroiLand within,

these categories; things like characters that are easily confused with otheccharacters were identified. The easiest

category was identified as alphabet words. Application of this finding revealed that every single one of the alphabet

worth was in the Dale/Dolch list except the word "knowledge."

In order to determine which letters (and alphabet words) were easiest and should be presented first; four research

reports were received. At first glance,,,there seemed to be very little agreement in the lists about whiCh letter to teach

first, second, and so on. Therefore, the lists were divided into three sections = easy; medium, and difficult: It was

assumed that if a letter appeared in the easy sections of the lists that it must be an easy word. This premise was used

for ordering the alphabet. The next easiest category was identified as words in full Spelling. In addition, words with the

smallest number of characters and the smallest number of dots are the easiest. With these findings in mind; the wOrdt

in the Dale/Dolch list were fed through the APH computer and ordered according to number of characters and then

according to number of dots, from the least to the most. The next categories in order of difficulty were Identified as the

upper cell words and contractionS, the Winer cell words and contractions, words with combinations of orthography,

words with multiple cell contractions, and short form words. All the words in the Dale/Dblch vocabulary list that fit

these categories were listed; Thus;all of the words in the DalelDolch vocabulary list were organized into categories

according to their difficulty in Braille.

There was surprisingly little research directly related to the teaching of Braille reading. The Main approaches

used seemed to be a linguistic or phonetic approach and an experience or concept - development approach.

Other related research topics which were examined included hand use, reading rate and fotmats for tactile'

materials.

Srierimaries of all of our research findtngs.were written in a report entitled "Specifications for Selecting a

Vocabulary and Teaching Methed for Beginning Braille Readers:" This has been pUbliShed by thU American

Foundation for the Blind (Ceti:.1, Pster, & Goldblatt, 1979) and is available for $2.40.
is

An article in the October 1979 Journal of Visual impairment and Blindness (Canton) also described some of these

findings. These are the specifications which were used in develo,Jing Patterns:

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BER) has been reorganized. It is currently the Office of Special EducatiOn
and Rehabilitation SerVidet in the new U.S. Education Department.
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At this time; a consultin committee was selected to help in the development of the program. This committee
consisted of teachers of the wally handicapped,_ Braille and readingexperts, trainers of teachers for the visually
handicapped, and a member of a state Department of Educatiort in charge of the visually handicapped: Among others;
°lir consulting committee inciuded Mrs. Ruth Craig, formerly from Brigham Young University (now retiredtDr. Phil H.
Hatlen from San Francisco State University; Miss Freda Henderson, formerly from Tennessee School for the Blind
(now retired); Dr: Earl Rankin from the_University of Kentucky2, Dr. Ev_elyn Rex from Illinois State University; Miss
Marilyn Sorenson from the Minnesota State Department; Mrs. Bonnie Trowbridge from the Public Schools in Pekin,
Illinois; and Dr: Mila Truan from the Tennessee School for the Blind and from Peabody College:

In addition to these consultants, someone was needed who could do the actual writing of the lessons and
children's stories_ Mrs. Eddy Jo Bradley, who has worked for both Scott; Foresman and Harper & Row publishing-
companies as a directing editor, was Lust the person we needed. Among other things, she helped write the popular
reading series about Dick; Jane; and Sally; and she definitely knew how to put together a reading series. With a set of
the specifications and advice from the consulting committee, Mrs. Bradley began writing the first level.

It soon became apparent th_at the help of a linguist was needed to assist further in ihe ordering of the Braille code
and on language development. Dr. Eric Hamp, the Robert Maynard Hutchins Distinguished Professor of Linguistics at
the Univiarsity of Chicago; served in this capacity:,

From the input of Dr. Hamp, several important aspects of Braille reading were noted. Even though it is compleX;
there are positive aspects to the Braille code. One of the first postive aspects is that blind children can read longer,
more complicated sentences quicker than print readers because of the use of alphabet words. Sentences like "People
can not do'that" are able to be read early and; therefore; reading is more interesting and more meaningful: Children are
motivated to read.

Another involves phonetic analysis in Braille. Unlike print readers, who learn a sound for "c" and then a whole
new sound for "c" followed by "h," the Braille readers avoid this confusion by learning the sound of "c" and then are
given a different Braille unit for the sound of "ch." Other Braille units, such as ar, ing, an sh, aid the reader in the
same way. The program was written to take advantage of such positive aspects of the Braille code whenever possible.

In print, children are taught that when two vowels are together in a word, the first one has the long sound and the
second is silent; or when there is a vowel, a consonant; and then a final "e" in a wqrd, the vowel sound is long; This
causes,a problem in_Braille words containing signs like "in" and "ed." Patterns soles this problem by teaching the
rules:given above to Braille readers and then supplementing them with rules such as when there is a vowel followed by
an "in;" as in "rain," the vowel sound is long; and when there is a vowel, a consonant, and an "ed," as in "hoped," the
vowel sound is lFng.° --

The approach or teaching method used in this series is eclectic, enabling the reader to benefit from thiltrengihs..._L
of the various approaches or methods. A phonetic approach or.a decoding approach was used whenever possible.
When this approach is inappropriate; memorization; context clues, comprehension; and syntax are used. There is a
strong emphasis on concept development, similar to the experience approach to readiry.

The readiness level has a 20-word vocabulary. Most of these words are alphabet words. Words that research
showed were easily confused were:spaced far apart so that the student learned the first one well 'before being
introduced to the next one. A few words at this level, such as "and," were needed in order to tell a story and so v,ere

, introduced even though they didn't fit in the category of easy words. A few other words, such as "we," "ride," "me,"
"get;" and the names of We children; "Pam" and "Tim;" were introduced in full spelling.

The Patterns series does not violate.the Braille code to any great extent, but it does avoid some things for a while:
It double-spaces between, ,vords on the readiness level. The readiness, preprimer, and primer levels are all inner lined.
The readiness level is done on only one side of a page. At the early levels, no sentences carry over to the next We or
page. Also; at the early levels; words like "and!' and the were always separated by spaces, and the word to was

0 used in its uncontracted form so that the children could identify these as individual words. Later, the children were
taught that "and" and "the" could be written together and that there was another;zhorter way to write "to." By the
time pupils complete Book 3, they have been exposed to the whole literary Braille code as it is normally written.

In the early level% the program does not use all the punctuation. No end punctuation or capitalization is used for
sentences at the readiness level. As students move into the preprimer level, they gradually encounter capitals at the
beginning of sentences as well as periods; commas; and question marks. Quotation marks are not used until the end
of the_pre_primer level._Aplay type of format is used prior to this to indicate which character is speaking. By Book 3
level; students have been introduced to all kinds of punctuation such as italics and double capital signs.

This program does not attempt to introduce words of a certain kind together; such as dot 5 words: This would
certainly create some problems; since it would be very difficult to tell a good story using all the dot 5 words. It would
alSo be very confusing if there were only one or two dot differences in the words. After the children have been
introduced to a number of words; groups with similarities may be pointed out to them. Also at thiitime; worksheets
are used to drill on specific "conf users." There is a very strong emphasis on the use of context and comprehension
skills as well as a great deal of repetition of the vocabulary words; particularly those words that are not decodable:



, Teachers need to be aware that, if the student already knows certain skills; he doesn't need to go threUgh all the
repetitions. The repetition is provided for slower students, If a student has already begun to read Braille; the teacher
could give that child the 'criterion reference tests to find the appropriate placement level for initial instruction. If a

student is reading in another reading series in the regular classroom, he may work in this program simultaneously:

The content of the readers is written specifically for the blind and visually impaired students. There are running
characterS throUghout the first two levels of the series. Tim and Meg-are blind and read Braille. Pat is partially sighted
and reads large type:The other charactere are normally sighted. Two other characters introduced in this series are a
nonambulatory Braille writer named Kate and a girl that takes Bing explorinvA biographical story of a real blind

person is included in each of the last three levels. Other selections in the readers are career oriented stories, do-it-

yourself projecte, science articles, everyday experience stories reflecting experiences of both sighted and visually
handicapped children, fables and other fanciful stories, mYsteriesparticipatory activities, plays; poems; raised-line
drawings; stories and articles set in other times and places and tactile maps with map reading activities.

The series contains special notes to the teachers on such things as teaching correct hand position and
movement, marking With a crayon, and what to do about various dialects and accents when teaching sound and letter

association.'

Before beginning the Patterns program; students are expected- -to -have completed a readiness program.
Suggestions (or such a program, which could be conducted using APH materials; are given in a chart inside the front
cover of the PatternS readiness level teacher's edition; Another readiness program, whibh is quite compatible with

Patterns, was developed _by Sally Mangold and is available from San Francisco State University. It is called The
Mangold Develop Mental Program of Tactile Perception and Braille Letter Recognition.

Patterns consists of six levels - Readiness, Preprimer, Primer; Book 1, B.: ok 2, and Book 3. Each leVel hag a
teacher's edition, student text(s) and worksheets; a criterion-referenced test, and review worksheets.

At The readiness leVel, there are twn books, Go and Do and Letters and You. Go and Do introduces the alphabet

words. Each lesson has a selection which_the teacher readsaloud. In the student's text, the first 12 lessons are teethe

discriminations in which there are rows of Brt;ille shapes, and pupils are asked to find the one that is different in each
line. As pupils are introduced to Braille words; they are asked to read part of a story themselves. As their knowledge of

Braille increases; so does the amount they are expected to read. By having the teacher read aloud parts of the stories,

the need for pictures, as used in print readers; has been eliminated. Letters and You introduceS the pupils to all of the

letters of the alphabet as well as reviewing the vocabulary_words learned in Go and Do: Each lesson at the readiness

level has the..following parts: building baCkground, reading aloud by the teacher; concept development, using the

book, language activities, and follow -up' activities.

There are three preprimers - Work and Play; Little and Big, and Words and Games. Beginning with the preprimer

level, the text is not consumable. There are separate consumable worksheets with each lesson to reinforce the

concepts. From the preprimer level through Book 2; the lessons have the following parts: phonological activities;
syntactical activities, reading vocabulary; reading and comprehension, oral reading, and follow-up activities.

The other levels of the series are the primer called City and Farm in two volumee, Book 1 called New Friends in

three volumes; Book 2 called Old and New in three volumes, and Book 3 called Far Away and Long Ago with three

volumes and a glOSSary. Book 3 lessons include dictionary activities and glossary words since dictionary skills are

taught on this level:

Initially, only a teacher reyiew of the materials; rather than a field trial, was planned. Later; because of the scope

of the project and the valuable kneWledge that could be gained, a field trial was initiated.

The study started with a core group of visUallriMpaired students at the readiness level. They went through the

program in exactly the same way they would go through any reading program. The students were allowed to progress

at their own pace. A set of criterion reference tests (funded_entirely_by APH) was developed to evaluate each student's

performance On each of the six levelS because they couldn't use standardized tests: Standdrdized tests could not be

used becaUee of the nontraditional order of presenting vocabulary and skills.

Teachers who are,Wetking with children in the field trial are keeping very detailed notes on the lessons relating to

the problems children are having. They also fill outevaluatidn-formS as each child completes a level in the program. All

the students in the field trial finith a level before the revisions are begun. When students have completed Book 3 in

Patterns, they will be given the Stanford Achievement Test, and the effect of-Patterns will be seen:

The program was written so that it could be used in any kind of an_educational_program for visually impaired

students. It is being used in day school programs as -well as in residential schools in4he field trial:Thdre are studentS

in the field trial who have been in itinerant programs as well as children who are in resource Toms. Used correctly; this

program is as useful in a day school as it is in residential schools.

Several things in Patterns lend Themselves to a situation where a child is mainstreamed and may be working part

of the time with a teacher-who does not kneW Braille. Both print and Braille numbers appear on the worksheete to aid

in identification. kpriht fecSihiile of each text page and worksheet appears in the teacher's edition for that level;

Certain parts of the lesson plans, such as building background, reading aloud by the _teacher; and concept
development on the readiness leVel, could b6 used with both sighted and visually impaired children. The lesson plans
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give very detailed instructions on how to introduce new things. Sections in the lessons in the teacher's edition are
indicated which require the help of someone who knows Braille: These could be handled by the itinerant teacher. This
program is not meant to replace the vision specialist.

The Patterns materials will be available from APH beginning in September of 1980. There wine a kit of materials
for each level consisting of one of each of the student materials and teacher's guides for that level. Additional student
materials can be purchased separately:

APH is interested in writing a language arts program which would include writingand spelling and parallel the
Patterns reading program: The possiblility of writing a complementary library series to accompany Patterns has also
been discussed. Funding resources are currently being investigated.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS INiSOCIAL STUDIES AND SCIENCE
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR MAINSTREAMED VISUALLY

IMPAIRED STUDENTS
Geraldine Scholl, Professor

University of Michigan

Visually impaired children comprise approximately 1% of all handicapped children being served in our schools;

These children are a low-incidence"group, together with the hearing and physically impaired. All three share the

problem of being undercounted. From the federal level, educators are told that the number of visually handicapped

children-is deCreaSing. These decreases result, however from the unduplicated count required by the Office of Special

Education (OSE - formerly BEH). Many visually handicapped students are counted as served under programs for other

categories; such as the mentally retarded or the emotionally disturbed, but are receiving services from an itinerant

teacher of the visually. handicapped. A few are "mainstreamed" full time in public or private school prograMS and are

not counted at all. Because of tbete teeters, an undercount results in the conclusion that the numbers are declining:

Less money is then available and less attention is given to meet their educational needs:

In spite of the lack of attention, educators of the vsually handicapped have not been idle; and recent advances in

the curriculum area may have major implications not only for this field, but for other categorical areas as well.

Two major curriculum projects, both of which were funded_through the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,

have been undedaken_recently that we will describe today: Materiall Adaptations for Visually Impaired Students in the

Social Studies (MAVIS), developed by the Social Science Education Contortium in Boulder, Colorado;and Science

Activities for the Visually Impaired (SAVI) project, developed at the Lawrence Hall of Science. These two projects are

designed to help classroom mows teach visually impaired children in their clattrOOMS and to provide interesting

materials for "nonhandicapped studehts as well.

MAVIS

Project MAVIS adapted two recently published elementary spcial studies textbook programs: the Silver BUrdett

Social Science series chosen becatite it ,is a high quality; traditional series which has been quite popular with

traditional teachers and Houghton Miffiin's,Windows op Our World series selected because it is also a "good" social

studies seriesbut takes an affective approach to the subject which makes it one of the more innovative elementary

programs.

In each .series, student and teacher 'materials have been adapted. For the students,_textbooks at the designated

glade levels were transcribed into Braille, large type; and .audiotape. Picture descriptions are included in all three

media, and tactile illustrations are indlUded in the Braille editions; For teachers, the original teacher's guides which

accompany student textbooks were adapted by inserting pages which provide suggestions and directions for making

lesson activities more meaningfyl and effectiVe for visually impaired students; The emphasis in thete suggestions is

on facilitating the learning and interaction of the visually impaired with nonhandicapped childran:
__

The products developed by MAVIS were field tested during the string and fall of 1979. Field testing involved the

use of adapted student and teacher materials in mainstreamed Classrooms. Pretest and posttest data on attitudes

toward MAVIS products and on students' congitive gains from the products were collected with testing instruments.

Limited observaticin of the participating classrooms was also carried-out. Field testing was conducted in classroom

Sites throughout the United States. Results of the field testing were favorable; but the large number of social studies

texts currently used and the rapid ;ate they become out-of-date made continuing adaptation impractical. The project

moved to developing a series of sourcebooks that would have more universal application;
-

Six _sourcebooks were developed: Although their focus is oh teaching sada! studies; they contain background

information and practical guidelines that would be helpful in teaching any subject matter to visually impaired Children.

Their titles and a brief abstract are listed below:

Who Is the Visdally Impaired Child? by Marvin Efron; Written by a practicing optometrist who is also an

educator, this sourcebook defines visual impairment for the classroom teacher Common-types of visual

impairments, their causes, and their implications for classroom behavior are diectitted. The author also

exaMinet the student's eye report and educational- plan. Photographs eimuiating various levels of visual

acuity and several types 'of Visual field limitations illustrate the text:
:-

Encouraging Successful Mainstreaming Of the Visually impaired Child by Michael D: Orlansky. This

sourcebook focii_Set on the Importance of a gold working relationship between the classroom teacher and

thespecially trained teachet of the_ visually impaired.Using_a dialogue format, the author delineates the areas

in which these two membert of the service delivery system can help and support each other: Specific.

teaching and classroom management strategies are presented, as are ideas for including the visually

impaired child's parents as partners in the educational teeth,.

Teaching the Visually impaired Child in the Regular Classroom by Madge Leslie; In this sourcebcibk,_Lealie
presents the classroorn teacher with a primer on teWhing the visually impaired student in a mainstream
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setting. Planning the visually impaired child's educational program, defining roles of members of the service
delivery system, obtaining special materials, equipment, and support services, establishing the classroom
enviornment, and guidelines for effective teaching are among the topics covered.

Social Studies for the Visually Impaired Child by Laurel R. Singletons Based on the Project MAVIS adaptation
experience; this- sourcebook preset strategies for adaptinb common social studies activities for the visually
impaired child. Discussions, resear , ma* and globe skills, field trips, and Interpretation of pictures are only
some of the activities discussed. The sourcebook also outlines a procedure for adapting -standar6 social
studies textbook materials for use withlhe visually impaired student.

important Concerns in the Education of Visually impaired Children by Philip H. Hatlen. In Sourcebook 5,
Hatlen describes the development of current service delivery systems in education of the visually impaired ,
and analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of each. This discussion is followed by a description of.what
can occur if the system is not functioning_properly. The sourcebook concludes with a discussion of crucial
learning areas for visually impaired children and a list of appropriate role responsibilities for the classroom
teacher and the specially trained teacher of the visually impaired.

This booklet raises questions and issues about what educators are doing in the mainstreaming of our visually
handicapped children. Many are not getting what they did previously when they were "integrated" into the
regular classes: Some, especially in our secondary programs, are not receiving the sudrrt service they really
need.

Resources for Teaching Social Studies in the MainStreamed Classroom by Laurel R. Singleton and Madge
Leslie. This sourcebook presents a listing of four kinds of resources for teaching in the mainstreamed
classroom: (1) readings on visual impairments and the teaching.. of visually impaired students; (2)
orgdnizitions and agencies providing serviceso the visually impaired or related professionals; (3) materials
and equipment useful in teaching the visually impaired child; and (4) materials for teaching about disabilities.'

$.-

Project MAVIS has been the subject of controversy. One of the concerns centers around the need for aeparaie
text and program in social studies: One outgrowth of a project, such as MAVIS, would be to have textbook publiShers
include inserts or suggestions for the classroom teacher for visually handicappedshildren so that the teacher using
any social studies text would be able to obtain ideas toupport handicapped children in the regular classroom.

One positive aspect of Project MAVIS has been the focus on the fact that handicapped children can be integrated
into social studies with some adaptations. The implementation demonstrated the value of bringing together teachers
of the visually handicapped and teachers of social studies. ThiR model can be adopted by special edbcation teachers
who are doing inservice with regular teachers to help mainstreamed students.

SAVI

The second project the SAVI program, Science Activities for the Visually Impaired, has now completed nine
. modules: (1) Scientific Living and Structures cif Life, (2) Communication, (3) Mixtures and Solutions, (4) Environments;

(5) Measurement; (6) Environmental Energy; (7) Kitchen Interaction, (f31Magnetism, and (9) Electricity.

. Each SAM folder contains an overview of the unit; background information to provide the student viith necessary
information befdre starting the particular project ; a statement of the purpose of the particularproj_ect; a statementof
the purpose of the particular module;the materials that are to be used; suggestions for solving problems the studbnt
might encounter; a step-by-step outline for the activity; evaluation; and supplemental activities. Sections.on language
development and- living skills are also included. .

, ..7
SAVI is designed for children between the ages raf 9 to 12. It itMlso used irijunior high schools, and the activities

are such that they can be used with younger children as well as adults. Each activity is designed for groups of four
children each. In a special classroom, four visually. handicappe4 students may work together, even when they are at
different achievement leVels.,The intent of the developers, however,. was to have a visually handicapped child use the
materials in a regular classroom with three nonhandicapped partners.

. /
r . .

SAVI is in its final 'stages of dissemination: It Will be available cOmmerc ally; but not through the American
, .r.

Printing House for the Blind.

During the evaluation phase, SAVI materials were used in pub% schooliclasses with other handicapped pupils.
One study focuied on whether student behaviors changed as a result of being involved in hands-on activities: Results
showed that when popi'ls spent time with the materialsin the company o4 nonhandicapped peers' in their formal
classroom academic instruction, their interaction outside the'classroom improved.

SAVI materials are now.being adapted for children with physical handicaps in a companion project of Science
Education f6r Learners with Physical Handicaps (SELPH). Future plans call for adaptations for children with learning
disabilities.

' Social Science Education Consortium 855 Broadway Boulder, Colorado 80302 (Cost: $15.00 /set)
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SAVI and the related' projects emphasize th_at it is not a curriculum by itself - rather; it is meant to be a

supplementary curriculum. Many teacherS are adapting the ideas and concepts to their math and language arts

programs. -=:.
..

. . _

The e
I.

project -s;-S MAVIS and SAVI, refleCt the /value of special adaptationt and materials in worktrig with
viSUal l- handicapped children in regular classes. Creative teachers in both regular;nd special education should find

them challenging and should give that'll ideas of,-how to apply the principles to other curriculum areas.
, a 0
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COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION IN GRAPHIC SKILLS
FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED

lain D.6. Macleod and Jackson
Artificial Language Laboratory
Computer Science Department:

Michigan State University

Many blind persons are unable to write even one or two wants (in particular; their
tigriatUreS) _fluently and legibly. Blind persons may also experience 'difficulty in
expressing; themselves graphically; for example while trying to draw rough diagrams or
while coloring_ in pictures with tactile outlines. Most sighted persons can write short
phrases with their eyes shpt; showing that handwriting is more a learned motor skill than
a visual .skill. Other graphic skills also tend to have a significant motor component:
AcqUitition of even limited graphic skills can; however, prove very difficult for persons
whose visual characteristics are such that they do not receive adequate feedback

regarding the position and shape of marks made during pencil on paper type exercises
(even if thick felt pens and/or magnified images are employed).

.

A computer-based handwriting training system for the - blind has been developed in
the Artificial Language Laboratory of the Computer Science Department at Michigan State
University. When a trainee performs writingexercises presented by this system; synthetic
speech, audible tOnes; and tactile stimulation are used togive inforMatibri about letter
shapes and pen movements in non-visual forin. Substantial improvements in "penclion
paper" writing have been observed during initial experiments. Completion of a clattrdbin:
portable microcomputer-based version of the syttern will facilitate wider application and
evaluatidn of the techniques employed.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Although Braille_ and typewriting can meet many of a blind person's requirements or recording_ and
communicating Information in hard-copy form; handwriting is still a very deSirableskill. The most obvious need arises
through society's increasing use of a signature iri,fOr example, verifying credit transactions and personalizing written
communications : Each person's signature is unique-and its appearance usually says a lot abbut the self - assurance

and competence of the signer. Many otherwise capable_blinciperadriS are,however, unable to sign their names fluently
and legibly. Even though they cannot perceive the results directly; blind persons may sometimes WiSh_to_express
themselves graphically: Such situations might arise when a blind person -needs to describe the shape of something to
a sighted person, for example. Graphic expression is facilitated in such cases if the drawing implement leaves a tactile
as well as a visible image, but appropriate media will often be unavailable. Many blind persons are adept at
determining the spatial organization of quite cbmplek_bbjectS through their tactile and proprioceptive senses. Given
these'skills and appropriate exercises, it should be possible to develop the converse skill of using a pencil for graphic

expression.

Acquisition of even limited graphic skills will have positive effects. on the dgnity, privacy, and independence of
blind persons. Johnson (1970) reports that learning of script writing is one of the services most frequently requested of
rehabilitatibh teachers bythe blind:-Several methods have been devised for teaching script writing to the blind, based
largely on use of tactile models ofletler shapes duringintteliCtitin and on guides of various types to help form letters
and maintain alignment and Spating. Unfortunately, the use of guides can have adverse effects on the appearance of
the writing produced because of pauses and other interruptions to flowing movement of the writing implement:

Can the need for such guides be reduced? Sighted readers may verify for themselves that there are usually only
;minor differences in speed and appearance when they write the sameshort phrase with eyes open-and eyes shut. The
writing ability of persons who expericiice blindness after learning to write also is releva it here. An acquaintance of
Ours who experienced 4?jindness at age 1 a is still writing fluantly_SeVen years later. As a speech pathologist; she
makes handwritten notes during evaluaticin of clients for later use by speech therapists - handwriting is appropriate
here because it is unobtrusive. Handwriting is thus more a learned motor skill than a visual skill. Vision is used more
for positioning; alignment, and spading; and blind, freehand writers might still Use various aids to substitute for this
function.

An important role of-vision' is in.the process of acquiring writing skills (and possibly in aiding long-term retention
of -these skills). Described below is a' handwritipg training system for the blind, which uses computer techniques to
transduce visual ififttrmation about pen-,,mOveniehtS and the shapes of lines into non-visual form. With suitable
exercise material, training could also be given in graphic skills- ther than handwriting. More-detailed information on
this system is given by Macleod, Jackson, and Eulenberq (1979), and Macleod (1979).

2.0 SYSTEM OUTLINE

so
In exploratory studies, sighted and blind subjects held a_digitizerpen and used auditory and tactile feedback to

follow rinvisible" model paths defined in computer memo as sequences of pen co-ordinates. These Stlidiet thoWed

that, at each poi during their efforts to track a path, trainees needed to khOw about: (1) the path direction; (2) the
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pen's position relative to the path ii.e., was the pen left/rigfitlabbveibelow the path); (3) the shape of curves making up
the path; and (4) any impending changes of curvature or direction.

These requireMents are largely satisfied by the system depicted in Figure 1. For each peg position, a "matching"
witon the model path is computed: As indidated in Figure 2, a good correspondence Wit intuitive judgments is

obtained by drawing a line which intersects pen track and Model path at equal angels. he "current" matching
point is the point Of furthest advance of the matching point along the path. To derive all Ind' ation of path direction, a
"target" point is computed by marking off a small distande from the current point alongtqwdirection of the path. The
direction from the pen location to the target point is indicated in tactile form; using eight vibratorsmounted in a wrist
cuff fiXed to the trainee's writing arm; If the uppermost vibrator is turned on, tor example, the trainee should move the

pen upwards. .
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A second directional display uses audio tones from stereo loudspeakers to communicate the_"of fpath" error
distance between the pen position and the current point. A high/low tone means that the pen is above/below the path
and greater Volume from the left/right loudspeaker means that the pen is left/right of the path. A blend of high and low
tones coming from the center means that the pen is more or less "on- path." As the pen is moved away from the path,
the overall volume decreases and the tonal character changes, at a rate determined by a preset error tolerance.

The two directional displays are complementary and enable trainees to track model paths fairly smoothly and
accurately, bUt they give only a "localized" view of the tracking task. When tracking letter shapes, this limitation is
alleviated by using computer synthesized speech to give the name_of each letter as it is ttrated, information about the
shapes of letter elements, and notice of approaching corners, reversals; and changes of curvature as appropriate
points along the path are reached:A reasonably small but easily understood set of spoken instructions and shape
descriptors is employed. All letter elements join smoothly onto neighboring elements unless there is an "angle" or
"reverse" in between. The spoken descriptors act partly as landmarks and increase subjects' awareness of their
position along the path when following letter shapes.

3.0 SYSTEM OPERATION

Exercises to be tracked are represented as short vectors making up approximations to the desired paths.
Exerdite filet consist of a series of x, y co-ordinate pairs (the end points for each vector); accompaniedby a flag value
for each point which indicates such things as whether it is a "pen-down" or:lien:up" point, a singularity (corner or
reversal point)ior apoiht at which an utterance is to be spoken. Exercises are prepared using the digitizer to trace over
the desired paths. An interactive graphics-editing program allows paths to be tidied up, points to be moved, erased, or
inserted; and flag values to be changed (e.g., to include spoken descriptors).

3.1 TRACKING GUIDANCE

After requesting the trainee name, exercise file to be used, and any changes to default parameters (such as scale
factOr and -error tolerance), the main exercise program (TRACK) plots the exercise file on the VT11 display screen, A
spoken instruction "go" tells the trainee to commence. A small, square box moves around on the VT11 screen;
showing the current _pen position in relation to the exercise paths; and the trainee is directed toward the pen-down
puint by means of the audio and tactile displays. if the trainee does not progrett_tteadly toward the pen-down point, a
spoken prompt directs him/her toward this point by saying "go up left," for example:

When the exercise start is located within the specified error tolerance, the trainee is instructed "pen-down:" As
thepen is 101ivered and the trainee commences to move in the direction of the path, TRACK computes the matching
point on the exercise path for each to-ordinate read. The current point is shoWn on the VT11 screen as a small cross
which moves along the exercise path in sympathy with the pen, whose track is also plotted (as a heavier line than that
used to plot the exercise path):

If the trainee_gett too far off the path or is too slow to advance along the path, a spoken prompt as to-the desired
direction of movement is given. This helps prevent situations where the trainee gets "stuck"and doesn't know what to
do next.

3.2 PREDICTIVE FEEDBACK

The more adept a trainee becomes at following a given exercise; the more significant is the perceptual-plus
cognitive-plus response delay between receiving new directional information from the system and reacting to this new
information. Thus, if the trainee is moving quickly along a gradual sweep upward which suddenly turns left and curves
downward (as at the top of an "e" or an "I"); heishe will tend to "overshoot" and make a larger loop than desired Simply
because of the 0.25- to 0.5-second delay in responding to the directional indication. Fortunately, the computer can
calculate the average veiddity of the current point along the path and predict where it will be in 0.3 seconds, say. By
giving the trainee directional information relevant to this predicted position, the effect of overall response delay can

be reduced substantially.

3.3 RECORDING OF RESULTS

. On completion of each exercise, TRACK plots various parameters on the VT11 graphics screen, including date,
time, trainee name, exercise file; scale, average distance off-path, and execution time. TheSe last two parameters are
spoken out for the trainee's information. The graphic display, including the exercise paths _andtrainee's pen
movements, may be saved as a computer file for later production of a hardcopy record via the VERSATEC dot matrix
printer/plotter, or for subsequent restoration to the VT11 screen.

4.0 INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

A range of introductory programs and exercises -is provided to familiarize trainees with the systern,components
and to improve steadily their ability to sense, interpret; and respond to information presented viaauditdry and tactile
stimulation. The eventual aim is to make the operation of following a path more or lett automatic, so that trainees can
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attend to path shapes and start to perceive differenteS between their shapes and those of the modelS.

4.1 FAMILIARIZATION PROGRAMS

These programs are designed to introduce the methods of auditory and tactile stimulation withbUt placing the

trainee in a pass/fail situation. The first program (ROTATE) smoothly, rotates in a directional indication on the audiq

and tactile displays (interpolating_ between toneS and stimulators) for several revolutions at a speed of abbUt five

seconds per revolUtion. Comfortable levels of stimulation are found by adjusting_ volume and intensity controls -

either display can be turned off if desired. Trainees usually experience a sensation of something moving around their

wrist and may perceive the audio tones as simply moving back and forth or possibly as moving -in a tittle (with the high

tone spatially "abbVe" the low tone): The stimulation then steps around without _interpolation: After presenting the

direction "right" for 1.5 seconds; the synthetic_ speech announces the direction displayed and; ftee_a Wither 2.5

seconds, steps to the direction -up right." The process repeats until at least one revolution is completed: The final

phase of ROTATE uses the same type of presentation except that the diredtions are chosen at random; and trainees try

to decide for themselves which direction is displayed in the 1.5 _seconds between _onset of stimulation and
announcement of direction. When trainees gain experience and confidence, they are encouraged to say out loud the

direction they think is displayed before the computer announces it.

Another familiarization program (TRAIN) introduces the digitizer pen and the concept of auditory__ and tactile

stimulation guiding the trainee toward a target point; as when finding the start of a path and similar to the situation

when following a path. A roughened tactile target point is centred on the digitizer board: The wrist cuff displays the

direction the pen has to be moved in to reach the target, and the audio tones display the position of the pen relative to

the target. As trainees move around with respect to the target they gain eicperience_in sensing and interpreting the

two displays in a situation where they can tell in other, More familiar, ways where the pen lies in relation to the target.

4.2 INTRODUCTORY EXERCISES

Subsequent introductory exercises use the main training w.ogram (TRACK) with tracking exercises of graded

complexity. In the first of these, five horizontal lines about 15cm long (lying on top of each other) are followed: On

locatingthep_en,d0Wri point at the left-hand end, the computer anns-iiiriteS the direction "right," and the trainee tries to

follow the path; responding to the auditory and Vibratbry cues. As he/she approaches the right-hand end of the first

line; the system warns "reverse" and sounds a beep as the en i point is reached. The direction "left" is then

announced, and the process continues until the trainee hag been back and forth over the same path five tirrieS. After

gaining experience with following straight lines in the eight prncipal directions, a diamond.shaped composite

exercise involving paths in all eight directions,(with the pen beinglitZed between paths) is given: Carved paths are then

introduced; starting off with gradual curves (dips s.z.. i and mounds ) and culminating in peaks (t-0.2222),

humps ( tyyM, ), and loops (zokee );

4.3 TEACHING OF LETTER SHAPES AND SIGNATURES

TraineeS are introduced to new letter shapes by letting them explore tactile images (e.g., of the thermoform type

[Anon, n.d.1), by nolding their hands and tracing out large letters with their index fingers; and by drawing letter shapes

on the palms of their handt. Letter_ shapes are then taught on the computer, using large letters initially (about 2.5cm

high Ube a lower-caSe "a") which are followed using wholearit motions rather than wrist and finger movements.

Letters are taught in groups according- to-their method of construction; starting with simple shapes such as "i," "t;"

"0:" "e," and "I," and moving on to more complex letters such as "k" and "f." The digits are taught as one group. The

computer announces the name of each letter as it is started and then describes the shape of the curves as the fetter is

followed. Figure 3 gives an example of the way in which descriptors are erriplOyed. The level of detail is reduced as the

trainee gets to know the letter shapes and becomes faster at following them.

Trainees' signatures are analyzed into components (letters, pairs, and
and

and exercise files are

Constructed especially for each signature, giving practice in the components and _eventually_the_full first and last

names. As speed increases, predictive feedback becomes more imp..rtant and spoken descriptions less important.

The size of letters being followed can be reduced progressively toward the size of conventional writing by typing in an

appropriate scale factor when program TRACK is initiated: When the trainee is following his/her signature quickly and

accurately, the assistance given by the training system_ can be re-diked gradually by abbreviating the spoken

destriptions; increasing the error tolerance(with the result that the system gives ;he trainee less assistance with

staying on the path) and reducing the intensity of auditory and/or tactile stimulation. At this stage; increasing

eitiphasis is placed on "pencil on paper" type exercises.

5.0 RESULTS

Experiments to determine the effectiveness of the computer -based system in teaching handwriting skills to the

blind are continuing. The results are clouded somewhat by the small number of subjects used, by the short time scale

of the experiments, and by the fact that the _systeM was undergoing more or less continual development.

Nevertheless; the results are very promising,-particularly when the short period of instruction the subjects had is

compared with the period over which handwriting skills are usually acquired by sighted students.
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5.1 EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS

Two main subjects were used during the course of the project. The first subject (JJ) is a Systems Analyst/
Communication Enhancement Specialist and was an investigator on the project, He played a major part in determining
system requirements and in evaluating alternative approacheS toward meeting these requirements. JJ is a 30-year-old
male who experienced blindness at age five - he has no useful vision but retains some light perception in one eye.

The §etend subject (SP) is a 25-year-old female undergraduate at MSU - she is congenitally blind and has no light
perception:

The objective of the experiment s,with both subjects was to see if the appearance (and eventually the speed)' of
their signatures could be improved with computer assistance. Beth JJ and SP had learned to write using the index
finger on one hand as a guide while letters were drawn with the other hand; No freehand writing samples were
collected at the start of instruction because neither subject felt comfortable about attempting writing withodt using
this guide.

Figure 4 shows examples of JJ's and SP's initial SignatureS. In JJ's case, the inter-letter spacing is sometimes
inadequate, the writing has a halting and shaky appearance (some letters are barely legible), and the execution time is
much longer than the five seconds or so typically taken by a sighted writer. In SP's case, the inter-letter spacing is
satisfactory; but some letter shapes are distorted, and the execution time also is long by comparison with sighted
writers.

Jerome Jackson; 6 March 1979,22 seconds
(written left-handed, using tip of RH index finger

as a guide)

Sherri Permelia, 26 April 1979, 23 seconds
(written right-handed, using side of LH index finger

as a guide)

Fig. 4: Examples of JJ's and SP's initial signatures

5.2 ACQUISITION OF TRACKING AND WRITING SKILLS

At the stage when JJ and SP were learning to use the systern,_the instructional strategy and materials werenot as
well developed as currently. The main tools used were ROTATE and TRACK together with exercise files for the
diarribnd=thaped, straigritzline composite and for three large loops: SP took somewhat longer (in terms of both elapsed
days and hours of instruction) than JJ to become proficient at tracking. Two possible reasons for this were that, as a
co-investigator on the project, JJ was quite familiar with the components and objectives when instruction began; and
that heqad better access to the system and was able to take part in from three to five half-hour sessions a-week,
whereas SP usually took part in only one session a week. ThiS clearly left too long a time between sessions and had an
adVerSe effect on nor speed of learning. Some of the increased training time might also be a result of the differences
between adventitious and congenital blindness.

Both subjects became quite proficient at following straight lines, then curves, and eventually_ letter shapes and
words. During the initial experiments (from Marth through June 1979), many blind visitors to the project tried the ,
system out. These trials did much to point out weaknesses in early versions of the system and the need for better
instructional material. Several recent visitors have been able to complete the diamond-shaped exercise without any
great difficulty, following only ten minutes or so of instruction:

SP and JJ went on topractice letter sha _pes and signatures, using full spoken detail and large letters initially. As
tracking accuracy and letter shapes improved; emphasis was placed on reducing execution time and the most detailed
levels -of spoken description were omitted, retaining just letter names and the basic commands ("pen-up," "reverse;"
etc,). The system was undergoing rapid development during the early stages of JJ's instruction; and exercises with hiS
signature were postponed. JJ worked on the names of several acquaintances as tracking practice to help idenitify
needed system improvements and as a test of the system's ability to teach freehand writing.

Figures 5 through 7 show develoOrtient of freehand writing skills (pencil on paper) over a four-week time period
with about two to three hours of computer-based instruction per week. Figure 5(b) shows the first freehand writing
ever performed by JJ. The letters are quite legible, but the capital at the beginning of "Cindy" does not have the

.
conventional proportion relative to the other letters; and distinct pauses can be seen between the letters. Figure 6
shows the name "Michele" after further practice with the system. The initial letter now has beittl{ proportion, although
it is distorted, and letter intercennectien§ are:getting smoother - the writing is starting to flow: Figure 7 shows further
improvement in letter shapes and smoothness of line. As the speed of execution increased with practice, so predictive
feedback became very important - see Figure 8.



model
path

pen_
track

JJ, 23 March 1979, 106 seconds; RH.

(a) with computer guidance

Fig. 5: Early attempts at writing "Cindy"

JJ, 23 March 1979, 57 seconds; RH

(b) freehand (pencil on paper)

JJ, 29March, 1979; 51 seconds; RH

(a) with computer guidance

JJ, 29 March 1979, 55 seconds; RH

(b) freehand (pencil on paper)

Fig. 6: Early attempts at writing "Michele"

JJ; 20 April 1979; 45 seconds, RH

Fig. 7: "Michele" written freehand after approximately 40 attempts with computer guidance

By early May 1979, the system Was sufficiently stable to commence instruction with JJ's signature. As a result of

his earlier work with the system, JJ now felt confident enough to attempt his signature in freehand Writing. Figure 9

ShoWS eXamples of data collected at this stage. Note the strong transfer of the skills acquired in practicing other

material (the letters "k" and "s" had not been practiced.).

JJ, 29 May 1979, 31.5 seconds, RH

(a) no prediction

JJ, 29 May 1979; 33.9 secondsi RH

(b) 0.4 seconds prediction

Fig. 8: Effezt of predictive feedbaCk
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28 seconds 45 seconds

JJ; 10 May 1979, RH

Fig. 9: Transfer of skills following practice with other material

In discussion with JJ, letter shapes for his new signature were selected and exercise files made up. It took several
exercise sessions before JJ was comfortable with new shapes for the "rand the "o," which were intended to make
hit Signature distinctive and eaal Jr to execute. An example of JJ's freehand signature after 10 practice sessions is
shown in Figure 10. In comparing this example with the earlier data in Figure 9, the "Jerome" is little better in
appearance but was executed somewhat faster. The "Jackson" is much improved in both respects:

24 seconds

JJ, 29 June 1979, RH

Fig. 10: JJ's freehand signature after practice with computer model

SP's original Signature (complete with its distortions) was deeply ingrained; but the system gradually molded her
responses so that they more closely approximated the model, After only three exercise sessions with her first name,
Figure 11 shows SP's freehand version the firtt freehand writing). An overall improvement in appearance between the
original guided first name and the freehand version can already be observed:

SP, 14 June 1979, 53 seconds, RH

Fig. 11: SP's first name written freehand after 3 practice sessions with computer model

6.0 DISCUSSION

Apart from improving their handwriting skills, subjects report that they enjoy working with the system and feel at
ease because of the different levels of assistance provided. The availability of verbal prompts not only prevents the
user from getting stuck, but also indicates that occasional inability to interpret the auditory and tactile Information
presented does not represent a failure or *Iisiher part to meet expectations.

6.1 INFORMATION DERIVED BY SUBJECTS

Subjects were able to integrate the three types of information presented (via vibrators, tbriee,_and Speech) to
derive information about letter shapes and pen movements Which could not be discerned easily from, any single
source. Tracking can be performed using only the vibrators; only the tones, or only the speech (having to Wait for
prompts makes this slow); but the combined information gives subjects a better representation of the pen in relation
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to the path and leads to improved tracking. The ability of subjects to perceive fine details about the exercise paths

they are following and the agreernent between shapes learned using the computer. and the same shapes presented in

tactile form, Suggests that the most important aspects of the visual information have been abstracted and represented

in non-visual form.

The time necessary for subjects,to become adept at following exercise paths is fairly short (typically frOM 5 to 15

hours of instructio_n). The ntrOdUCtory exercises were also quite effective in improving subjects' awareness of the

Spatial position of the pen tip. The skills used in performingthe diamond-shaped exercise were basically those which

are used in drawing simple diagrams._Attempts by subjects to reproduce this figure with pencil on paper clearly

demonstrated their increasing competence and confidence with such tasks.

6.2 COMPARISON WITH EXISTING METHODS

One method of teaching handwriting to the blind trains "muscle memory" through use of a stylus to trace out

engraved letters [Stark; 19701. With this method, there are forces on the stylus tip which are not Preterit in normal

writing. There are also_potential problems at junctions and end points; partly because this method does not prescribe

the order and direction of strokes used in triting and the trainee may move along the wrong stroke. A fundattental

objection to this method is the rigidity of definition of the model - trainees are not allOVVed to make their own

approximations to the model but are forced to conform to it exactly.

Another method uses a wax peril to create a tactile image when it is_moved over the surface of paper with a

screen backing. The trainee explores tactile letter shapes, tries to copy these shapes with the wax Pencil, and then

compares the tactile images termed by the impression of the screen backing with the original ;Mapes [Freund; 19681.

Trainees get feedback on their letter shapes not as they are being drawn but somewhat later; thus making learning

more difficult;

krecent innovation is the "talking pen" which responds to dark and light patterns under the pen tip by producing

varying audio tones for different colOrs and shades [Wayne Engineering, 19781. The pen can be used to trace patterns,

with the sound being emitted when the pen runs off the pattetn. This method has the advantage, compared with the

stylus in groove method, that there are no forces on the pen tip and that the model definition is less rigid, but it has

similar problems at junctions and end points and the added difficulty that the tone does not indicate on which side of

the model path the pen lies.

Other methods use moving frames [Marks and Markt, 19561 and corrugated boards which go beneath the writing

paper [Anon.; n.d.J to help define the line space in which writing is to be performed.

In comparison with existing methodS, the computer -based system has several important advantages. It breaks a

complex task down into operationsrelatively simple steps where tracking oration are not confused by preceding or
succeeding ,strokes. Trainees receive immediate and continuous feedback on whether their perforManteS are

satisfactory and if not, why not_Local, short-term feedback is accompanied by global, longer-term feedback on

execution speed and tracking accuracy; The model specifications are very flexible and allow wide deviations, Out

trainees are informed of these deviations arid prompted if necessary: Trainees' initial approxiMationS are gradually

molded until they correspond more closely to the model, then as guidance cues are progressively removed, the task

approaches normal freehand writing.

The computer-based system is consistent in presentation and facilitates management by_trainees of their own

instruction without having to relY on Sighted assistance to the extent otherwise necessary._ Two valuable features

which Would be difficult to implement without computer techniques are ji) the availability of predictive feedback, and

(ii) the use of synthetic speech for describing letter shapes, warning of impending changes of curvature and direction,

and prompting as necessary.

6.3 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Our two main subjects improved the appearance of their writing and reduced the need for guides, but their

freehand writing speeds are; as yet; slower than they achieve with guides; Their speeds are increasing steadily with

practice; but letter shapes tend toget distorted as they strive to reduce execution times since, at the speeds involved;

they perceive from the computer much less information about the pen's relationship to the computer model than at

slower speeds. (As sighted writers approach their speed potentials; they perceive visually less about letter shapes as

they are being -drawn and relatively more after they are drawn.) Consideration should be given to the best means of*

presenting tactile images of pen tracks which can be examined directly by trainees after exercises, perhaps by means

of a modified incremental plotter.

When the short period of instruction trainees had is compared with the period over which handwriting skills are

usually acOUlted by sighted students; the early results are very promising. Trainees' reactions to the system are

favorable - they enjoy working with it and feel at ease because of the levels of assistance provided. It is blear however,

that further evaluation of the techniques employed is required, based on experiments over a longer time scale with a

greater number of subjects (preferably with a wide range Of abilities). The encouraging earl results and trainees'

positive reactions have motivated a proposal to the US .Off ice of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services

COSERS) for Nigher development of the system described, demonstration of a microcomputer-based, classroom:

portable version; and broad evaluation of effectiveness.
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The method of tactile and auditory stimulatibn used in our system gives a simple and direct indication of the
required diractiOn of movement. The techniques deVeloped may; therefore, prove to be appropriate for _teaching a
range of motor skills to trainees with perceptual and cognitive handicaps as well as with visual handicaps.

Given development of suitable radiopr preferably inertial navigation systems, the- techniques used in determining
where a trainee's pen lies in relation to a specified path and g_uiding the trainee back toward the path; could be used to
guide a blind student about a college campus; for example; until he/she could travel without assistance. Varibiikpatht
around the campus could be defined as sequences of co-ordinates in the same way as letter shapes; and spoken
directions -and prompts would be sufficient without auditory or vibratory cues. The abidance unit would fit in a
backpack and would Include the navigation system (which would provide x, y, and z co7ordinateS), a microcomputer, a
storage unit (which encodet the IddetiOn of campus paths, buildings, and landmarks); and a speech generator.
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THE COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND
Philip Peterson, Director

We need to develbp a very strong partnership among Education, Special Education, and Rehabilitation to
facilitate the rehabilitation of blind youth and adults in Michigan. Further, it is my opinion that one of the most exciting
ventures with which the ;federal goVeinMent has involved itself since the turn of the century is the federal/State
partnership in vocational rehabilitation.

Vocational rehabilitatiOn began in the 1920's in response; in part, to the needs of the casualtieS of World War I.

Since this early be vocational rehabilitation, over a period of many years, has demonstrated that it returns

more than nine dollars'($9) to the Federal TreaSury for every dollar expended in rehabilitation services. People who

were previously unemployed have been trained and placed in jobs, frequently moving freer) tax consumers to

taxpayers:

All fifty states, have vocational rehabilitation programs. Twenty-seven states, including Michigan, have separate
state rehabilitation programs to serve the blind and visually handicapped: The Michigan Commission foe the Blind has

full responsibility for providing rehabilitation services under gie Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, and Public
Act 260 of the State of Michigan. .

The Commission for the Blind was formally establiShed in October of 1978when Services for the Blind and all the
operations thereof were trahSferted tb the Department of Labor: Increased responsibilities were placed 1213bri the
Commission for the Blind as a result of Public Act 260. The commission is composed of five members; three members
are blind. They serve to establish program policies and procedures.

The vocational rehabilitation program has as its primary objective helping individuals into the world-of work with a

major focus on emplbyment. The Commission has offices located in Flint, Saginaw, Detrbit, Grand Rapids,

Kalamazoo, Traverse City, Gaylord, and Escanaba.

'Another

major component of the program is the Michigan _Rehabilitation Center for the Blind, located in
. Kalamazoo. This isa fifty-bed, residential fattlity providinga full range of comprehensive; personal adjustment and

education_ services, including Braille and orientation and mobility training. A_wide range of othet services to help blind
individuals obtain those skills necessary to access future employment opportunities and to pursue independent living

are offered as well:

The vending-stand program is another major program component of the Commission for the Blind. The
Commission is responsible for approximately 121 vending stands in the State of Michigan. The vending stands are
located on state; federal; and private property. AdditiOnally, P.A. 260 provides new authority for the Commissibh to
begin to assume responsibility for cafeterias in state buildings and to train blind individuals in the vocational area of

cafeteria management: In fact; if resources ,.ermit, the_Michigan Department of Education building in Lansing is

scheduled to open in August of 1982 and include a large cafeteria. Hopefully,_ there will be resources to train

individuals to optimize their employment opportunities. This will take basic equipment and professional resources.

The Commissibil hag skilled staff to help the individual reach a vocational objective. We offer a wide range of

services including medical examinations; optharriological examinations, audiological and othE: diagnostic services.
These services are coordinated by the Commission and made available to blind persons.

VocationaLtraining is another primary ingredient in the whole process and involves an Individualized Written

RehabilitatiOn Plan (IWRP) for each client: Vocationattraining can take the form-of on-thejob training; formal college

or university training, provision of books, suppliek,SpeCial adapted equipment or devices; purchase of tools, libengeg,

and other aids to hel0 the client access training and employment. Placement services are provided on a case-by-case

basis. Cases do not close until the individual has been on the job and functioning satisfactorily for at least 60 daYS.

The Commission Is not only concerned and involved with vocational rehabilitation; but is also very concerned
with independent rehabilitation services. We are currently developing a progFam of comprehensive serve for

independent living. It is designed to meet the present and future needs of individuals whose disabilities are so severe,
for other substantial reasons; that they do not presently have the potential twursue employment. However, they may

benefit from rehabilitatiOn services which might enable them to live and function independently.

.0978 Amendments to the Rehabilitation Act, P.L. 95-602, established Title VII programs to undertake initiatives in

these areas._ The authority has not been matched; however, by appropriations of money to carry out the intent and

spirit of the law.

Presently, the Commission for the Blind, as most governmental agencies, is experiencing some fiscal hardShi0. A

recent presentation by the COMMiSSiOn to the Subcommittee on Select Education advised the Committee of the high

cost of rehabilitation. This is a result of_the inflationary spiral that has entrapped educators as well as rehabilitation

personnel in their services to the blind. The funding to date has been extremely limited. The Michigan Commission for

the Blind, howeVet, hag SUbMitted a grant request to begin the development of a program in this area under Part c.:1

Title VII. This $200,000 grant would consist of a derndhStration pilot project for an independent living center withbUt

Walls. The project would help blind persons access appropriate personnel and resources. The proposed location is in

the Gaylord area with primary focus on the rural population. A Lansing location would also be used.
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At the present time, the Commission is operating_apilot project in the Saginaw-Bay area with a target population
of individuals 55 years and over. This is the first year of the two-vear project. This project has been well received. Since
almost half of all blind individuals are 65 years and older, there is no doubt that there is a need for rehabilitation
assistance for this age group.

The COMMiSSIGIT has a very.stronginte,restin.blind end.visualty.handicapped childrem.and properly so in light of
the fact_ that legislation that established the Department of Education at the federal level _waded tke former

Services Administration (RSA) under the direction of the Special Education and Rehabilitation Services
Offide. P.A. 206, which established the Commission; demonstrates SStrong intent in this particular age group.

The challenges now and in the fultire_ for Special Education; Vocational Education; and Rehabilitation are
tremendous. Each disabled child must have available to him or her, beginning at the preschool level, opportunities for
an appropriate educational environment and an appropriate educational program which meets his/her needs in the
IOW restrictive erivironmerv.. These agencies must assure that thespecial needs of all blind and visually handicaPped
or multiply disabled children are met. These same children are likely to bereferrals to the Commission's rehabilitation
programs in the future. TherefOre, there is a need to effect provision of educational programming and planning that
provides for social adjustment services; teaching of communication skills, Braille, typing, and orientation and
traveling skills so these children canmaximize their potential.

The research and technology in the area of blindness has focused largely upon communication and mobility:
Reading machines and Other communication equipment have greatly improved in the past decade. If costs can be
lowered; these items hold promise formany of our mutual clients.

In conclusion, the Commission for the Blind; In the days and years ahead, will be moving forward in many areas.
We will move aggressively forward together in partnership for the provision of education and rehabilitation services
for the blind and visually impaired.



PAM ASSISTANCE CENTRE
Arse lia Ensign; Executive Director

/ Physically Impaired Assotititibri of Michigan -

The h Impaired Association of Michigan (PAM) the_ parent organization of the PAM Assistance Centre;Physically
was first begun as a vehicle to help combat some of the frustrations of parents of the physically handicapped. But,

from its conception in the fall of 1973, the idea was notto offer just an organization for parents of varied disability
areas in order that they might advocate for their needS._There was a great feeling that parents needed everyone else
concerned to be in this with them, such as school people; health and social agency folks, legitlatbes, and producers of
aids and equipment. The participation of adult handicappers came to be particularly valued.

Today, the Centre is dedicated to carrying out the purposes ot, the parent organization. The particular focus is

handicapper aids;

Origin and Utilization' f the Centre
The PAM AssistanceCeritte initiated services in 1979 formally after Open House activities in August. As of April

1,1950, 1035 visitors have toured the Centre seeking information of a tblUtibri to an eguipmentrelated problem:

The Centre is modeled after one facet of the Spastics Society Family and Assessment Centre in London. It is a
first for Michigan and; in many respects, a first tor the nation.

Rationale and Purpose of the Assistance Centre
Why has the Assistance Centre chosen to focus upon aids?Because some problems do have answers - tangible,

possible solutions.

"We may have gbod laWs and 8ven well-intentioned implementation, we may have psytholbgically strong children
and adults, but we still may not have happy, fulfilled _persons. If communication needs. exist, if. access to
educational technology is limited or lacking, if mobility problems are formiclable_and if many practical aspects
of Self:help are unexplored, there are great voids. But these are voidS that CAN BE ADDRESSED. They are the

business of the Centre."

The Centre's primary function is to make available educational and technical information which addresses the

daily living, educational; vocational, and recreational needs of handicapped persons.

More specifically; the Centre provides assistance in the following areas:

= answering questions in regard to aids for daily living, education, vocation, and recreation'

- demonstration of equipment.

- locatien of funding sources for equipment

- serving as liaiSbn betitideri clients and agencies

- providing inservice training fdr educators, health personnel; and rehabilitation workers

- informing suppliers and manufactUrers of the current needs of handicappers

As one ongoing activity; PAM staff attempt to- improve their understanding of needs through systematic

feedback from school administratbrs, teachers, therapists; other directservice providers, and persons having

disabilities.

Other Activitiet
The Centre devotes a good portion of its time-to awareness activities which are designed to reach diverse user

populations. The objectives of these activities is to explain Centre services to any individual who benefit from

having = more-- knowledge about_ educational, vocational, recreational, and dailyliving equipment and aids. The

prominent users of this informatiOn have been identified and include school personnel (teachers, administrators,

therapistt, etc.), individuals having disabilities, nurses, rehabilitation counteldrS, agency representatives; parents and

advocates, and community organizations.

From September, 1979 March, 1980, the Centre has conducted 41 in-service presentations. reaching
approximately 1000 persons. A majority of these presentations have been conducted onsite.

For the Blind and Partially Seeing_
Even in the early days of PAM as an organization; visually impaired persons were an important concern of its

founders. With the birth of the Centre came its first pieces of equipment, all from the American Printing Housefor the

Blind - talking calculator, light sensor, other education and mobility aids. Here, then, is a place, centrally located,

Where A.P.H. equipment can be examined before ordering, either thrbUghthe Michigan School for the Blind; Michigan

Department,of Education quota procedures, or independently. Many persons have had their first !took at the A.P.H.

Sensory StiMulation Kit at the Centre display.
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Coordination with many state and community agencies:as well as with schools and university programsjs vital
to Centre effectiveness. It has been particularly helpful for the Centre to act as liasieon with the Lansing Certter for
Handicapper Affairs; the State Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, the Commission f the Blind, and
the Mid-Michigan Center for the Blind. Mid-Michigan Center for the Blind offers the expertise of a trained staff and
also has a variety of aids for sale. The Michigan School for the Blind; with its newly implemented Media Center;
provides other kindred resources.

r)
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STRESS
Leonard Lee Brooks, Dirgtor

Interdisciplinary Team Services
Michigan School for the Blind 6

oUCTION

Dr. Lee Brooks was our dinner Speaker for the 1980 institute for Public School Personnel Serving Visually

Impaired Persons He provided the Institute participants with food for thought and many chuckles, giggles, and belly

laughs adhe expounded on the virtues and deleteriouS effecIS of stress (or "burn-out") on teaching professionalS. The

high quality of Dr.. Brook's monologue was certainly on par with our elegant surroundings, efficient service, and

exquisite_ meal in the "Upper Room" of Jim's TiffanY Platte.' The following Is a brief summary of Dr. Brook's

presentation.

STRESS CAN BE GOOD FOR YOU!

Dr. Hans Selye;Atvi.t% is a well-known researcher in the field of stress: Dr: Seiye conducts his research at the

International Institute of Stress Research at the University of Montreal in Canada.- Dr. Selye states that, "The-most_

important thing discoyered about stress is that stress is a good thing -= even necessary for our well being."

TheiS are different kinds of stress: For example; there is the bcicty's response to sitting in a dentist's chair. And,

there is the response to a lover's kiss. While both of these situations may create stress in the.human being, the body's

response to each is uniq_ue. One secret to living life to the fullest is to learn our unique response to different kinds of

stress and to adjust ourselves accordingly.

What dd_you do when you find that stress has reached Unbearably high levels? The traditional approach to

excessive stress is to take tranquilizers or to drink booze. There are always new medications coming on the market

that guarantee sleepand peace of mind. Some may use other drubs. These traditional approaches to alleviate stress

provide only temporary results. Negative side effectS are often present with the use of such methods.

There are better approaches to alleviating stress. Some of these include transcendental?neditation, swimming,
cycling, calisthenics; jogging, walking, etc.

However, too much of a good thing can create stress. For example, there is a hierarchy among runners. RUnners

look down upon joggers; joggers are forever pressing themselves to jog farther and faSter. Often, thewiginal goal - to

relaic and reduce stress - is forgotten. The runner and the Omer may no longer enjoy the activiity for the release it

orignally offered from the pressuret created by our anxiety-producing, societal structure. When only one person in a

family jogs or runs, he or she begins to get physically fit and becomes overly critical of the spouse and hisiher

sedentary life style. This may create fricticin in the marriage and has been known to result in divorce.

So -= walking is highly recommended. Walking is an exercise that is good for you. Brisk walking increases the

circulation and improves physical fitness. Husbands and wives - and kids - can walk together in the evenings. I've

never known two people to get a divorce over walking It brings couples closer together!

A second secret to living life to the fullests to maintain a positive attitude. It Is truly the rare individual_ ho loves

his work and is fortunate enough to be paid for it. But every worker can develop a more positive attitude by developing

a more favorable view of work. Most Of us must work to survive. We have only a limited capacity to resist stress. Don't

waste it on poIntlesi anger and rage. We should be thankful that we have a job to do. With the economy as it IS,_arid

Michigan has been hit very hard in this economic decline; there are men who would give their right arms to have a job

to cid to be employed. Of all the stressful situations we could discuss, it is my opinion that the stress created by

unemployment must be most detrimental and destructive to the self-concept.

A third stirIcret to living life to the fullest is tedet_goals. Lack of goals can cause stress. This is particUlarly notable

today in our youth as evidenced by senseless violence, alcoholism, drug abuse, crime, and suicides.

.
In summary; a person should Seek hiS own stress level: Are you a race horse or a turtle? You can decide on the

amount of stress you can manage: Some folks seek out stress and thriVe bri it! ^

Make sure you are not trying to live out the .goals set by others rather than those set by you!

Most important - seek to improve Yourself: Look out for yourself by being necessary to others. This will guaranter

a meaningful, vibrant old age. Improve your competence. Avoid, most of all, modern-day stress created by.

purposelessness.

In conclusion; your conscioUs, active, effort Wt. self - improvement is your greatest protection from "bUrri=Out" and

a major key to "the good life!"

CLOSING

The _following statements are design ci,to relieve sorne of your common strains and stresses. We hope they will

bring laughter - at least a chuckle - i your life. (We
would

even settlfor a smile!)



MURPHY'S FUNDAMENTAL LAWS

1. If anything can go wrong, invariably it will.

2. Nothing is ever as simple as it first seems.

3.. Everything you decide to do costs more than first estimated.

4. ,Every activity takes more time ttf6n you have.

5. By trying to please everybody, somebody will be displeased.

6. It is a fundamental law of nature that nothing ever quite works out.

7. It is easier to make a commitment or to get involved in something than to get out of it.

8. Whatever yob set out to do, something else must be done first.

9. If you improve or tinker with something long enough, eventually it will break or misfunction.

10. By making something absolutely clear, someone will become confused.

11. Every clarification breeds new questions.

12. 'You can fool some of the peOple all of the time and all of the people some of the time, and that is
sufficient.

13 Persons disagreeing with your facts are always emotional and employ faulty reasoning.

14. Enough research will tend to support your conclusions.

15. The greater the importance of decisions to be made, the larger must be the committee assigned to
make them.

16. The more urgent the need for decision, the less apparent becomes the identity of the decision-
maker.

17. The more complex the idea or technology, the more simple-minded is the opposition.

18. Each profession talks to itself in its own unique lancur_.=:j.Z, Aliparently, There is no Rosetta Stone.



UNNATURAL LAWS

MURPHY'S LAW
If anything can go wrong, it will.

O'TOOL'S COMMENTARY ON MURPHY'S LAW
Murphy was an optimist.

THE UNSPEAKABLE LAW
As soon as you mention something...if it's good, it goes away;

if it's bad, it happent.

HOWE'S LAW
Every man has a scheme that will not work.

ETORRE'S OBSERVATION
The other line moves faster.

LAW OF SELiCTIVE GRAVITY
An object will fall so as to do the most ddmage.

JENNING'S COROLLARY
The chande of the bread falling with the buffered side down

is directly proportional to the cost of the carpet.

GORDON'S FIRST LAW
If a research project is not worth doing at all,

it is not worth doing well.

BOREN'S FIRST LAW
When in doubt, mumble.

THE GOLDEN RULE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Whoever has the gold makes the rules.

BARTH'S' DISTINCTION
There are two types of people: those who divide people into

two types, and thote who don't.

SEGAL'S LAW
A man with one watch knows what time it is.

A man with two watches is never sure. "

PROVIDENCE PRESS 10252 Maiii Street. Fairfax. Va 273-3020
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VPLANNING THE PERFECT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Phil Vedovatti, Vision Coordinator'

Illinois Department of Public Instruction

Mr; P1111 Vedovatti is the Vision Coordinator for the Illinois Department of Public Instruction. Mr. Vedovatti
conducted an audience participation session. The purpose of this presentation was to brainstorm and do some
planning future professional inservice activities. The session resulted in the development of several lists which
provided answers to the key questions - Who? What? When? Where? Why? - as they relate to the planning of
professional development activities for professionals serving visually impaired students.

The following is a summary of the planning activities suggested by the participants of the 1980 Institute for Public
School Personnel Serving Visually Impaired Students. Mr. Vedovatti encouraged the audience to dream to plan the
perfect inservice - to assume that unlimited funding was available!

WHO SHOULD PLAN THE PROGRAM?

Representation froM a broad spectrum in the field of vision and related programs and services should be involved
in the planning process. The planning committee should include the following:

Teachers (V.I., T.M.I., S.M.I, S.X.I., etc.)
Teacher Consultants
Administrators
Regular Classroom Teachers with Mainstreamed -V.I. Students
Orientation and Mobility Specialists
Agency Representatives (child and adult)
Vocational Educators
Librarians
Learning Disabilities Specialists
Parents
Occupational Therapists
Physical Therapists
Doctors

WHAT WILL BE PRESENTED AT THE CONFERENCE?

A needs assessment (formal or informal) should be conducted. The planning committee will need to construct a
fc:mal needs assessment.' ,3 The needs assessment should be mailed to the target audience and potential
participants.

During the needs assessment, su_ggestions for speakers and presenters can also be generated. The planning
committee should contact potential presenters as early as possible. This- will enable planners to get the best
speakers. Good speakers commit themselves as much as a year in advance. Presenters should be contacted again a
few days prior to the conference to confirm all arrangements and details.

The planning committee will need to decide whether it wants to have a theme (e.g., electronic aids, multi-
handicapped, pre-schoolers, vocational education, etc.)

' Mr. Vedovatti's presentaiion was sponsored by the Council for Exceptional Children - Division for the Visually
Handicapped.

Joan Moore, 0.T., of South Dakota has developed a needs assessment for multiply handicapped students.

' University of Wisconsin Experimental Unit, North Herring, Seattle, Washington, has developed a 4 -vole reset for
the teacher of the visually impaired who was not trained to serve the multiply handicapped. Cost: $25.00. Title:
inservice Programming for Working with Multi-Handicapped.
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Next, consideration must be given to the format of the conference. The folloWirig are some alternatives and

suggeStions:

Lecture /Demonstration
Exhibits
"ShOW and Tell" (One-way Communication)
Idea Exchange (Two-way ComMiliiitatitiii)
Concurrent Sessions
Small Group Discussions
Participation
"Make-and-Take"
Simulation_
Materials/Tools Development

The latter suggestions in the list require good group facilitators. When the audience is physically involved in the

program, special consideration must be given to the size of the group. When a change of attire is necessary; notation

should appear in the le lei workshop announcement.

Flew long Should the workshop last? The length_ of the program will be determined primarily by the purposeof the

workshop. Also; the nature of the audience _will influence program duration. If the purpose of the workshOp Is -to

provide an introduction for beginning teachers - regular classroom teachers, teachers of the visually impaired or other

specidl education teachers, aides, therapists; etc. -_a WI, -Short, overview sessions may be most appropriate (45 = 55

minutes). On the other hand, an in;depth_program for skill acquisition may require a 2-hour, 1/2-day, hill day, or 2-day

workshop. Breaks should be scheduled to minimize fatigue and to Maximize maintenance of interest and attention of

the audience. Planners may wish to offer a Variety of lengths and skill-training levels within a conference. And there
should be something available for the beginner as well as the veteran professidnal.

Recording presentations enay Offer an opportunity for persons to benefit from more conference sessions.

Cassettes May be made available at listening stations during the conference. Or they may become part of a library

collection: The latter alternative would afford the opportunity for persons not in attendance to benefit from the

conference proceedings.

- Evalutation to find out if the conference met the needs of the participants is important for several reasons. It can

assist the planners in improving future programs, and it helpS to establish a record of credibility with funding sources.

WHEN SHOULD THE CONFERENCE BE SCHEDULED?

The following is a list of considerations forschedUling conferences:

Weekends - Good because schools don't need to pay substitute teachers; dedicated people will come.

Middle of the year (February - March) - Special consideration must be given to the possibility of bad weather;

Concurrently With an-Other meeting/conference - One request for release time would be adequate for

attendance at both programs.

sequence of _programs - This would provide an opportunity for more in-depth training with intermittent

practice with students at the horne school.

WHERE WILL THE CONFERENCE BE HELD?

The location of the conference can vat with the availability of funds: Special attention may need to be'given to

facilities for sessions requiring construction and/or physical activities.

WHAT FUNDING SOURCES ARE AVAILABLE?

There are many sources of funds which can be tapped. Sorne_of these include the following: (1) Michigan

Department of Education Special EdUcaticin Services Area, (2) intermediate and local school districts, (3) policy

boards; and (4) bonferende fees.

A committee to explore funding sources may be created. Additional resources_ may be found. For example;

projects in the dissemination' phase can be invited to present. Many projects will welcome the opportunity to share

information regarding their project. This service is often available free of charge. Teacher ehrIchment centers

sometimes have a requirement to sponsor inservice programs. Further, some organizations and institutions; such as

' California used this method: Ideas were solicited. Teachers responded in writing. These ideas were

disseminated at the workshop. Teachers who attended the conference had the opportunity to demonstrate their

' ideat Then; they solicited' ideas from the audience: Participants left the conference with a packet of ideas.
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the Division for the Visually Handicapped (D.V.H.) of the Counc'i for Exceptional Children and the_AMerican Printing
House (A.P.H.), have people resources that can be tapped. Also, it may be possible to acquire the services of a noted
person who will be visiting a university in the area. Meetings may be planned around his/her visit. Thus, transportation
expenses are avoided;

WHY IS THERE A NEED FOR AN ORGANIZATION?

There is no simple answer to this question. Only people, here in Michigan, can answer this question; An
organization can proVide a communication network. It can publish a newsletter. It can provide a vehicle for initiating
the necessary:political_ action to generate programs and services for low incidence handicapped groups: An
organization can give you the necessary identity to_be a positive force for change. Someone must look after the
interests of the visually impaired population. Otherwise, because they are so few in number, they are going to get the
short end of the stick!

The choice in this matter is really up to you!

t
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APPENDIX A

EVALUATIONS



IN-SERVICE EVALUATION REPORT--:-

_1980 InStitute for Public School Personnel Serving Visually Impaired StudentS

The evaluation of the -1980 Institute for Public School Personnel Serving Visually _Impaired Students was

completed_by sixty-seven (67) of one hundred eight (108) persons in attendance. A factor which contributed to the loW

response j52%) may have been the insufficient time allotted during the program for the completion of the several

surveys and questionnaires.

The Institute evaluation survey required participants to rate each presentation on a_5=point scale: "1" meaning

"extremely valuable"; "5" meaning "of no value." Participants also evaluated other aspects of the Institute in a similar

Manner. Next, participants were asked to indicate materials and/or resources that they would make use of in the

future.

Overall, participants of the 1980 Inatitute for Public School Personnel Serving Visually Impaired Students seemed

to feel that the program was worthwhile and beneficial. They indicated that nearly half (48.89%) of the information

presented was new. Other aspects of the program were rated as follows:

RATING

The program agenda was organized effectively. 1.93

Overall,the program was beneficial.
1.98

The information presented met my needs.
2.04

The information presented will be of Practical use. 2.18

Participants indicated that they intended to make tensive use of many of the materials_ and resources

presented during the Institute program. The following is a nmary of projected use of these materials and resources:

MATERIAL /RESOURCE
NUMBER OF

USERS

PERCENT OF
RESPONDENTS

Media Center 50 74.6%

-.
New Braille Reading Series 33 49.3%

PAM Assistance Centre 30 . 44.8%

Commission-for the Blind 21 31.3%

MAVIS 20 29.9%.

SAVI 14 20.9%
.,--

LRE Filmstrip 12 17.9%

MSB Film 3 4.5%

Finally; participants of the InStitute were asked to provide information concerning_0) things they liked best about

the program,121_Waya to improve the program, and (3) suggestions :v. future inservice programa. Participants

indicated most frequently that the opportunity to meet and exchange ideas with other educators of the visually

impaired was a valued experience. This opportunity for exchange and interaction was also suggested by many for

Mae inservice programs as well, Another trend in the responses was the positive feedback regarding the

presentations on materials. The participants felt that the Institute provided them with needed information on available

programs, services, and materials. Suggestions for improvement of the Institute centered around -a need for shorter

presentations that included hand - outs -as well as more "hands.on" activities. Also, for future inservices; participants

desired small topical discussion groups:
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1980 PRIORITIES FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PERSONNEL SERVING

VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS IN MICHIGAN

The 1980 Institute for PUblic School Personnel Serving Visually Impaired Students was sponsored by the
Michigan Department of Education - Special Education Service Area. Fifty-four (i4) participants of the Institute
completed a survey entitled, "Priciritiet: Personnel Serving Visually Impaired Persons." _Respondents listed 20
identified concerns according to their priorities: 1= highest priority, 20 = lowest priority. Respondents were also
requested to check () sub-components in the areas of concern.

SURVEY FINDINGS AND RESULTS

The following is a summary of the responses to the survey. Identified areas of concern are listed in descending
order of priority in Table I.

Rank Mean

TABLE I

Priorities for Public School Personnel Serving
Visually. Impaired Persons in Michigan

1 4.1 Diagnosis/Evaluation/Assessment

2. 5.5 Preschool Programs and Service for Visually Impaired Infants

3. 6,3 Consultation Skills

4 6.5 Least Restrictive Environment/Mainstreaming

5 6.6 Personal Adjustment Skill Training

6 8.2 Vocational Training and Placement for Vistially Impaired Students

6 8.2 Orientation and Mobility

7 9.0 Pre-Vocational Training

7 9.0 Physical Education/Recreation/Leisure Skillg

8 9.5 Statewide Professional Organization

9 9.7 Braille

10 10.4 Media Center<

11 11.0 Interagency Communication and Cooperation

12 11.5 Directory of Personnel Serving Visually Impaired Students (Including listing of special
competencies)

13 12.0 Niwly Blind Persons

14 12.9 Sexuality Education

15 13.2 Needed Research

16 14.2 Optacon Training

17 :14,4 Role of Michigan School for the Blind

18 16.5 Decline of Visually Impaired Student Count

Table II summarizes responses to the subtopics within the 20 major identified areas of concern.'

' Identified concerns which did not include any subtopics have been omitted from this listing.
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Rank

1

3

. 4 .

5

7

8

9

13

TABLE II

Mean

4.1

Summary of Priority Subtopics

Concern Area

Diagnosis/Evaluation/Assessment

Number of Responses

Non-Academic 26

For Use of Low Vision Aide 10

instruct Iona' /Assessment 16

interpretation of Medical Reports 15

Writing the IEP o 12

6.3 Consultation Skilit
Parent Counseling 24
Changing Attitudes of the Non handicapped 18

Parent Groups 12

6.5 Least Restrictive Environment/Mainstreaming
Preschool 31

School Ages 21

Young Adult 11

6.6 Personal Adjustment Skill Training
Social Skills 24

Work Readiness 14

Attitude Modification f 14

8.2 , *Vocational Training and Placement for Visually Impaired Students
Severely Visually Impaired 17

Multiply Impaired and Deaf-Blind 12

8.2 Orientation and Mobility
Evaluation 20

instruction 18

9.0 'Pre-Vocational Training
Consumer Home Economic 13

Industrial Arts 7

9.5 Statewide Professional Organization
Communication Network 26

Peer Consultation 18

Development 11

9.7 Braille
Beginning Braille Skills 18

Refreshing 9

12.0 Newly Blind Persons
Upper Elementary 13

Secondary 7

Post-Secondary 1

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The -areas of " Diagnosis /Evaluation!Assessment" was the highest priority for the respondents. The subtopic
concernscunder Diagnosis/Evaluation/Assessment also received a high number of responses.

"Consultation Skills" was the third priority. Asa subtopic concern, Parent Counseling seemed of particularly
high interest to the respondents (n = 24).

"Least Restrictive Enviroilment/Mainstreaminr ranked as the fourth priority. The least restrictive alternative for
pre-school children received a large number of responses (n .31; 57.44%). Placemerr of school-aged students was

also of notable concern (n.21).

While ranking 8th among identified priorities, a"Statewide PrefeeSiOnalOrganization" received a large number of

responses on the "CommUnication Net-work" subtopic (n = 26; 48.15%). Although the overall ranking of the major

concern was not particularly high, the response to the subtopic area is noteworthy.

In final, twenty7four ;24) Institute participants indicated a desire to work toward resolution of problems relatedto
theSe identified. priorities.
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Institute for Pub lid School Personnel
Serving Vigually Impaired Students

DIRECTORtAND RESUMES OF PRESENTERS

DR. LEONARD LEE BROOKS, DIRECTOR

Interdisciplinary Team Services
Michigan School for the Blind
Michigan Department of Education
715 Mat Willow
'Lansing, MI 48906

(517) 373-9640

Dr. Leonard 'Brooks it ittently the Director of Interdisciplinary Team Services at the Michigan School kir the

Blind. Lee completed his Psychology in 1950 at Florida State University, He continued his studies at Columbia

University Teachers College and received hiS Master's degreWn 1951. His first teaching position was at Admiral
Farrague Military Academy as a middle school social studies_ teacher. For two years_, he worked as a psychologist and

group worker in Pleasantville, New York. While completing_ hiS doctorate at the University of Denver; Lee served as

audiologist and speech cerrectionist for the Denver Public Schools. Subsequently, Lee_ served as a Speech
Consultant _Assistant Personnel Director, Program Planning Consultant, and Evaluation and Information Field

Representative for the Colorado Department of Education.

Dr/ Brooks relocated to Michigan in 1975 to accept-a position at the Michigan School for the Blind. He is
'responsible for the-coordinatien and development of diagnostic and prescriptive services for visually impaired

st udents.

DR. NANCY 'BRYANT, SUPERINTENDENT

Michigan School for the Blind
Michigan Department of Education
715 West Willow
Lansing, MI 48913

(517) 373-9640

Dr. Nancy Bryant is the Superintendent of the Michigan School for the Blind. Nancy began her training in Special

Education at Florida_ State Upivertity, and completed her Master's degree in Special Education fcir the Handicapped at

George Peabody College for Teachers in Nashville, Tennessee in 1960. She completed her doctoratIdegree at George

Peabody College (1969):

Dr. Bryant has served as a teacher of visually impaired students. She has also trained teachers at Fisk University

in Nashville; Tennessee and atjNisconsin State University: Her professional experiences have also includedwork as a

guidance counselor, psychologist; and educational consultant. She has a!so served as Prcgram Director at the

Plyfnouth Center for Human Development in Northville, Michigan. Over the years, Nancy_ has established herself as an
outstanding lecturer-and has written extensively in the field of visual handicaps and blindness.

DR. HILDA CATON, RESEARCH SCIENTIST

Department of Educational Research
American Printirig House for the Blind
1839 Frankfort Avenue
Louisxille, KY 40206
(502) 895 -240&

Hilda R. Caton is Assistant Professor at the Universityof Ledisville, Department of Special Education. Originally
trained in the area of music at Florida State University (1965), Dr. Caton taught elementary grades 36 in the state of

Kansas. In 1965, Hilda received her Master's degree in Visually Handicapped from' George Peabody College for

Teachers in Nashville; Tennessee. She served as an Itinerant and Resource Teacher of Blind and Partially Seeing

Children from 1N3--.1N8. She began saying as a consulta
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Special. Education while completing her Specialist degree at Peabody"College. In 1968,Hilda served as a research
internfor the Department of Education Research; American Printing House for the Blind. This experience-helped to
reunite Dr. Caton withihe American Printing House for the Blind (APH) -as a Materials Development and Evaluation
4ecialist in 1970. Dr. Caton continues do serve in this capacity for APH and as a researcher. In 1976, Dr. Caton began
teaching with the Department of Special Education of the. Univeriity of Louisville where she contiuep at the present
time.

ARSELIA ENSIGN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

?-Physically-Impaired Association of Michigan.
(PAM) Assistnce Centre
110 Mardhall Street
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 371.5897

Dr. Arselia Ensign is the creator and Executive Director of the PAM Assistance' Centre in Lansing, Michigan.
Arselia, after completing her B.S. degree at the University of Illinois, began her professional career in 1941 as a high
school English teacher for the Indianola Community Schooli, 'Indianola, Illinois. She completed her Master's degree in
Special Education at Michigan State University in 1943. Subsequently, she taught physically handicapped students for
eight years_ in Lansing, Michigan. Arselia continued her work with handicapped students at the Eastern Orthopedic
School in Grand Rapids for ten more years before _joining the Michigan Department of Education, Special Education
Service Area as Consultant and Coordinator of Training. Arselia served in_ this role for over a deoade before she created
the PAM Assistance Centre in the spring of 1979. Dr. Ensign is enjoying an active "retirement" as the Executive'
Director of the Centre.

ALICIA GREEN, DIRECTOR

Media Center for the Visually Impaired
Michigan School for the Blind
Michigak Department of Education
Piiie and Maple Streets.
Lansing; Ml 48913'
(517) 373-9628

A licia is the Director of the Media Center for the Visually Impaired,

Alicia was born and raised in Chile. She completed her Bachelorflegree in Education at the University of Chile,
per Master's in Library Science at the University_ of Michigan. Ms. Green has also pursued her interests in data
processing at Michigan Slate University and Lansing Community College.

,

Alicia has had a varied professional career. She has been an elementarK teacher in Chile, a teacher of French in
Saudi Arabia, a Library Director, a college instructor, the Chairperson of the School of Library Science at the University
of chile. Alicia was the grant administrator of a grant with the Inter-American Bank for Development and coordinated
Collection development. She was al&o an original cataloguer for Michigan State University Library.,

DONNA HEINER,,VICE PRESIDENT

International Institute for Visually:Impaired, 0-7, Inc.
NewSletter,

1975 Rutgers
East Lansing, Ml 48823
(517) 332-2666

Donna eln,er is a consultant for the International Institute for Visually Impaired, Birth_to and editor of
the 'VIP, Newsletter." Ms. Heiner graduated from Michigan State University in 1965 with aB.S. in English and taught
English at the junior high school level for two years. After returning to MSU to complete her Master's in Education for
the Visually Handicapped, Donna began teachingiatthe Michigan School for the Blind in,1%9. Shortly thereafter, Ms.
Heiner completed her Specialist degree at MSU in Special Education. With an interest in early childhood education,
Donna became the Administrator for the Children's Community Nursery and a substitute teacher for the Infant
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PrOgraM for Visually Impaired: Ms. Heiner was involved in the development of Project Outreach - Infant PrograM for

Visually Impaired in 1977. She later-assisted in the incorporation of the International Institute in order that the work of

Project Outreach could continue after the loss for federal funding to the project.

JEROME J. JACKSON, SYSTEMS ANALYST/CONSULTANT

Michigan State University
Artificial Language Laboratory
Computer_ Science Building - #409
East Lansing, MI 48823

(517) 351-5708

Jerome J. Jack son (better known as "J:J3 is presently a SystemS Analyst/Consultant for the Artificial Language

Laboratory in the Computer Science Department at MSU. He is also a representative for Telesensory Systems, Inc., of

Palo Alto, California. Mr. Jackson is highly trained in the use of the Optacon. He evaluates visually impaired persons

Who are potential users of the Optacon and provides conSultatidn and in-service programs for personnel working with

- blind persons. J.J. graduated as Valedictorian from the Michigan School for the Blind in 1968. He completed his

undergraduate StudieS at Michigan State University in 1973. J.J. is a member of the Citizen's Advisory Board for the

Michigan School for the Blind and a member of the Board of Directors of Handicapped Advocacy Alliance.

DR. DEBORAH J. LIVINGSTON-WHITE, SPECIAL EDUCATION CONSULTANT

Analysis; Planning, and Technicai Assistance
Michigan Department of Education
Special Education Services Area
P.O. Box 30008
Lansing, MI 48909

(517) 373-0923

Dr. Deborah Livingston-White joined the Michigan Department of Education, Special Education Service Area, in

1978. She provides consultation and technical assistance in the areas of Specific Learning Disabilities and Visual

impairmentt. Deborah completed her BS in the area of Educable Mentally Handicapped at Southern Illinois University

in 1968. Her first teaching assignment was in a secondary EMI program in Murphysbaro, Illinois. She continued her

education at Southern Illinois University in the area of_ Elementary Education = Curriculum and Instruction and

received her Master's degree in 1971. From 1672 to 1976, Deborah completed her certification in Learning Ditabilities

and had various teaching experiences including regular and transition fourth grade classrooms, eighth grade

Language ArtS, and Itinerate Learning Disabilites teacher (K.12), emotionally impaired and visually impaired studentS.

As a graduate assistant completing her doctorate degree at Northern Illinois University, Deborah was an

inttrUctor and 'Supervisor of student teachers in Chitagoj Illinois. She has also_taught at Mundeltin College in

Evanston. Upon her relocation to Michigan, Dr. Livingston-White served as a Special- Education Teacher Consultant for

the Dansville Agriculture Schools, Dansville, Michigan (1976=1973). She served as a co-directorof the 1980 Institute for

Personnel Serving Visually Impaired Students.

DR. LAIN MACLEOD, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR (VISITING)

MSU - Computer Science Building
Artifidial Language Laboratory
East Lansing, MI 48824

(517) 353=5399

Australian National Univertity
P.O. Box 4
Canberra ACT 2600

Dr. lain Macleod, visiting Associate Professor with the Computer Science Department of Michigan State

UniverSity, is" a native of Australia. Dr Macleod graduated from the University of New South_ Wales in 1965. After

graduation; he continued to work as a design engineer for Duron Condeste Ltd. until April of 1966. lain completed his

doctoral studieS at the Australian National University (ANU) in 1970. He is continuing his work for ANU as a Research

Fellow in the Department of Engineering Physics, developing computer applications in the areas_ of_perceptual

processing and image processing. Dr. Macleod has been a visiting ReSearch Associate Professor at both the

Univertity of Maryland (1972) and Michigan State University.
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Dr: Macleod's special interests lie in the areas of communication enhancement and the application of computer
technology to thR teaching of various skills to intellectually handicapped students and severely physically
handicapped persons.

Dr. Macleod has been one of 'three scientists who developed a digitizer "pen" for computerbased handwriting
training for the blind. He has_ published extensively in the area of computer technology and holds patents on a
"digitizing device" (in both U.S.A. and Australia) and a heart-beat monitor (Provisional Australian Patent).

JULIE NICOL, DIRECTOR

Michigan Department of Education - Media Center
Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped
Lansing, MI 48909

(517) 373-1590

Julie Nicol is the Director of the Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped Media Center located on the
Michigan School for the Blind campus. Ms. Nicol graduated with her B.A. in Art from Western Illinois University in
1968. She completed her Master's degree in Library Science from Western Michigan University (1972) while working
for the Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped: Ms. Nicol has attended Michigan State University for
additional course work in the areas of administration, advertising, and communications. Julie has a special interest in
the Arts with and for the handicapped. She has pursued this interest by working on Michigan's "Very Special Arts
Festival" in 1979 and 1980.

JEANNE ORSZAG, LIBRARIAN

Media Center for the Visually Impaired
Michigan School for the Blind
Michigan Department of Education
Pine and Maple Streets
Lansing; MI 48913
(517) 373-9628

Jeanne_ has been Librarian at the Michigan School for the Blind since 1951. She completed her undergraduate
studies at Central Michigan University and her Master's in Library Science at the University of Michigan. Prior to
joining the staff at MSB, she served in a similar capacity at the Michigan School for the Deaf. Ms. Orszag is certified to
teach both deaf and blind students.

PHILIP E. PETERSON, DIRECTOR

Commission for the Blind
309 North Washington
P.O. Box 30015
Lansing, M1.48909
(517) 373 -2062

Philip Peterson is Director of the Commission ior the Blind. Mr. Peterson's past professional experiences include
being a Case Supervisor at the Mott Foundation Program of_the Flint Board of Education. He also served as the
Executive Director of the Office of Economic Opportunities Programs in Flint. Mr. Peterson has eighteen years of
experience in the area of rehabilitation. He has served as Vocational Rehabilitation Supervisor and Assistant Area
Administrator for the Michigan Department of Education during his tenure. He left this latter post to assume the
Directorship of the Commission for the Blind.
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CAROL ROTTMAN, TREASURER

International Institute for Visually Impaired, 0-7, Inc.

15007 Sylvan Glen
Okemos, MI 48869

(517) 349-1169

Carol J. Rottman is a consultant for the International InttitUte for Visually Impaired; Birth to 7, Inc. Ms. Rottman

completed her Elementary Education degree in 1960 at Calvin College and the University-of Michigan. Carol taught

first grade for a year was a teacher in several early education centers, and later served as a ,director_of one of the

centers. She completed her Master for Mentally Itripaired at Michigan State University in 1980. She continued

her studies in the areas of Special Education and Early Childhood Education at Michigan State while working with

visually impaired infants. Carol was one of the developers of Project Outreach - Infant Program for Visually_Impaired.

Ms. Rottman currently consults for the International Institute for Visually Impaired, Birth to 7, Inc., which is a private

corporation which continues the work of Project Outreach. Ms. Rdttrnari altb is an instructor for Calvin College at thit

time.

DR. JANE SCANDARY,
STATE LEVEL HEARING OFFICER, SPECIAL EDUCATION CONSULTANT

Michigan Department of Education
Special Education Service Area
P.O. Box 30008

Lansing, MI 48909

(517) 373-1695

Dr. Jane Scandary is currently a Special EducatiOn Consultant with the Michigan Department of Education -

Special Education Services in the area of Compliance and Monitoring. She altb serves as State Level Hearing Officer.

J_ane began her career after graduation 'from Michigan State University in 1945 as a_Speech Therapist for the Battle

Creek Public Schools: She later moved to the Taylor Public Schools. She became Supervisor of the Wayne County

Schools Speech Therapy Programs in 1949 and two years later, served as the county's Supervisor of _Special

Education. Jane received her_Master's degree in Speech and Hearing from Wayne State University in 1961. Following

this she took a position as A T/C for the Physically Handicapped. Next, the became the Coordinator and Supervisor of

Teacher Consultants for the Physically Handicapped in the Ingham Intermediate Schools District (1961-1978).

Concurrently; Dr. Scandary served as Director for the Infant Program for Vitually Impaired.

DR. GERALDINE SCHOLL, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

University of Michigan
3112 D
School of Education
Corner East and SoUth University Avenues

Ann Arbor, MI 48109

(313) 863-2384

Dr: Geraldine Scholl it presently Assistant Professor at the University of Mithigan in the Department of Special

Education. After graduting from Marygrove College in 1942 as a MUSiC major, she attended_Perkins Harvard Course for

Teachers of the Blind: She subsequently _taught visually impaired children in Grand Rapids, Michigan. In 1947

Geraldine became the principal for the Michigan School for the Blind. After ten years in that position, she taught

emotionally impaired students briefly at the HawthOrri Center and then became a teaching fellow.
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JULIE TODD, COORDINATOR

Ohio Department of Education
Bureau of Services to the Blind
Hunter Resource Center for the Visually Handicapped
470 Glenmont Avenue
Columbus, OH 43214

(616) 262-6131

Julie Todd is the Coordinator of the Ohio Resource Center for the Visually Handicapped in Columbus, Ohio. Ms.
Todd majored in German at Miami University in Ohio: Her first teachingpositiorLwas as a teacher of the Educable
Mentally Impaired in a juniorhigh school in Columbus, Ohio from 1970-1975. In 1973, Ms. Todd completed her Master's
degree in the area of Educable Mental Retardation at Ohio State University, Next; Julie became a consultant for the
Area Learning Resource Center Project Since 1977, Ms. Todd has served as Coordinator of the Ohio Resource Center
for the VisuallL Impaired, a Title VI.B statewide project. Julie also serves as' the Coordinator of In-Service and
Information Component of Ohio's Deaf-Blind Project:

DR. PHIL VEDOVATTI, VISION COORDINATOR

Illinois Department of Education
145 Fisk Avenue
DeKalb, Illinois 60115
(815) 758-0636

Resumd unavailable.



Allegan

*Deborah Sparbel
Allegan ISO
P.O. Box 27
AtIegan, MI 49010

ArpenaMontmorency-Alcona

'Crystal Groth
Alpena-Montmorency-Alcona ISO
1691 M-32, West
Alpena, MI 49707

Bay-Arenac

"Nancy Good Wine
Bay-Arenac ISO
3159 Midland Road
Bay City, MI 48706

'Richard Volk
BayArenac ISD
3159 Midland Road
Bay City, MI 48706

Berrien

'Paul CzoSnOWSki
Berrien ISD
711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 48103

Diane DeWitt
Berrien ISO
711 St. Joseph Avenue
Berrien Springs, MI 49103

Branch

*Sharon Kirchner
Branch ISO
200 Bishop Avenue
Coldwater; MI 49036

'Marilyn Zadhariah
Branch ISO
200 Bishop Avenue
Coldwater, MI 4903e

Eaton

"John Leahy
Eaton ISO
1790 Packard Highway
Charlotte. MI 48813

Genesee

'Dorothy Church
Genesee ISD
2413 West Maple
Flint, MI 48507

INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS

'Betty Harcz_
Genesee ISO
2413 West Maple
Flint, MI 48507

Jane Ile Myers
Genesee ISD
2413 West Maple
Flint, MI 48507

Gratiot-Isabella

'Joyce Raducha
Gratiot-Isabella ISD
1131 East Center Street
Ithaca, MI 48847

Hillsdale

'Jennifer Jansen
Hillsdale ISO
347 Beck Road _

Hillsdale, MI 49242

Huron

Joanne Zang
Huron ISO
711 Soper Road
Bad Axe, MI 48413

Ingham

Nels Bullock
Ingham ISD
2630 West Howell Road
Mason, MI 48854

'Joe Toth_
Ingham ISO
2630 West Rowell Road
Mason, MI 48854

'Tern Weinlander
Ingham ISO
2630 We St Howell Road
Mason; MI 48854

Ionia

Douglas Bormann
Ionia ISD
2190 Harwood Road
Ionia, MI 48846

losco

*Cheryl Manary
losco ISD
686 Aulerich,
East TawaS, MI 48730

Jackson

Inga Richard
Jackson ISO
6700 Browns Lake Road
Jackson, MI 49204

*Thomas VanHoven
Jackson ISO
6700 Browns Lake Road
Jackson, MI 49204

Kalamazoo

'Carol Duczyminski
Kalamazoo Valley ISD
1819 East Milham
Kalamazoo MI 49002

'Chuck Luken
Kalamazoo Valley ISO
1819 East Milham
Kalaniazdo, MI 49002

"Jeanne Strobl
Kalamazoo Valley ISD
1819 East Mi lham
Kalamazoo, MI 49002

Kent

'Coleen Fish
Ken-osha Elementary
Van Auken, SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49508

`Kim Granans
Grand Rapids Media Center
2055 Rosewood, SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49506

'Judy Holland
Kenowa Public School
2325 Four Mile Road
Grand Rapids, MI 49504

Livingston

'Karol Christensen
Liyingston ISO
1425 West Grand River
Howell, MI 48843

Mato Mb

'Sara Cameron
Macomb ISD
44001_ Garfield Road
Mt. Clemens, MI 48044



AC

'James Carrick
;Macomb ISD
44001 Garfield Road
Mt. Clemens, MI 48044

Mecosta-Osceol...

'Mary Ann Malecki
Mecosta-Osceola ISD
205 Maple Street
Big Rapids, MI 49307

Midland

Nancy Lou Priehs
Midland ISD
600 East Carpenter
Midland, MI 48640.

Monroe

'Dawn KraJi
Monroe ISD
1101 South Raisinville Road
Monroe, MI 48161

'John Neely
Monroe ISD
1101 SOUth Raisinville
Monroe; MI 48161

'Claudia Sanderson
Monroe ISD
1101 South Raisinville Road
Monroe, MI 48161

Ottawa

Diana Budd
Ottawa Area ISD
13565 Port Sheldon Road
Holland, MI 49423

Saginaw

'Carolyn Benscoter
Saginaw ISD
6235 Gratiot
Saginaw, MI 48603

St. Clair

*Bill Emigh
St. Clair ISD
499 Range Rcad
Marysville, MI 48040

Lois Storey
St. Clair ISD
499 Range Road
Marysville, MI 48040

St. Joseph

*Jan Niefert
St._Joseph ISD
Shimmel Road
Centreville; MI 49032

Sani lac

*Ervin Daugherty, Jr.
Sanilac ISD
46 North Jackson Street
Sandusky, MI 48471

Shiawassee

'Bonnie Butera
Shiawassee ISD
Corunna, MI 48817

*Chester Richard
Shiawassee ISD
Corunna, MI 48817

Traverse Bay

*Jan Ryder
TraverseBaylSD
2325 North Garfield Road
Traverse City, MI 49684

'Ann Mc Kenny
Traverse Bay ISD
2325 North GarfieldRoad
Traverse City, MI 49684

'Pamela J. Skinner
Traverse Bay ISD
2325 North Garfield
Traverse City, MI 49684

Tuscola

'Vivian Buschbacher
Tuscola ISD
1385 Cleaver Road
Caro, MI 48723

Van Buren

Susan Banner
Van Buren ISD
701 South Paw Paw Street
Lawrence, MI 49064

Karen Curtiss
Van Buren ISD
701 South Paw Paw Street
Lawrence, MI 49064

Washtenaw

'Bob Gord
Washtenaw LSD
1819 South Wager Road
Ann Arbor; MI 48106

Elaine Willard_
Washtenaw ISD
1819 South Wagner Road
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106

Wayne

'Susan Bradley
Wayne ISD_
33500 Van Bo." Roari
Wayne, MI 48184

'CAC Members

Lila Cabbil
18435 Wildemere
Detroit, MI 48221

'Dorothy Goldie
Oakland ISD
2100 Pontiac Lake Road
Pontiac, MI 48054

*Elizabeth Lennon
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI 49007

'George Ossentjuk
Kalamazoo Valley ISD
1819 Eatt Milham
Kalamazoo; MI 49002

'Robert Sikkila
401 Mission
Sault Ste. Marie; MI 49785

Commission for the Blind

Bob Hall
Michigan Rehabilitation Center for

the Blind
1541 Oakland
Kalamazoo, MI 49008

Michigan School for the Blind

*James Borough
Nancy Bryant
*Mary Houghton
'Wayne Jansen
MDE-MSB
P.O. Box 30008__
Lansing, MI 48909

Media Center

*Jeanne Orszag
Michigan School for the Blind
715 West Willow
Lansing, MI 48913

Alecia Green
Michigan School for the Blind
715 West Willow
Lansing, MI 48913



Universities

Patrick Fallon
Michigan State University
115 Erickson Hall
East Lan Sing, MI 48824

'George Gore
Michigan State University
115 Erickson Hall
East Lan Sing, Ml 48824

Eileen Mo Ilen
Michigan State University
115 Erickson Hall
Ea St Lan Sing, MI 48824

*Phyllis O'donnor
Michigan State University
115 Erickson Hall
East Lansing, MI 48824

Jan Thomas
Michigan State University
115 Erickson Hall
East Lan Sing, MI 48824

*Kenneth Hanninen
Wayne Stale University
239 Education B_uilding
Detroit, MI 48202

'Robert LaDuke
Western Michigan University
Departmenfibf Blind_Rehabilitation
Kalaina2db, MI 49008

SESA Planners

*Deborah Livingston-White
'Kevin magi n
Jerry Nester

*Shirley Swegles
Michigan Department of Education
Special Education Services
P.O. Box 30008
Lansing, MI 48909

Other

Mary AUStin
3750 Howard
Lincoln Park, MI 48146

*Doug Baldwin
Millet LearningCenter
3660 Southfield Road
Saginaw, MI 48601

'Nancy Briggs
Woodside School
Lapeer, MI 48446

*Karen_ Buettner
Walnut_ElementarySchool
Greenville, MI 48838

*Institute Participants in Attendance

*Robert Burnett
6065 Learning Lane
Indian River, MI 49749

*Judy Coon
South Shores School
121 Randall Road
Muskegon, MI 49441

4

'Francis Cosstick
205 Center Street'
East Lansing, MI 48824

KatherYne Dailey
Jackson Public Schools
232 West Biddle
Jackson, MI 49203

*Mary 0-Andrea
Wilson Health Services
1225 South Wildwood
Westland; Ml 48185

Kathleen Donagrandi
24793 Lakeland
Farmington Hills, MI 48018

*Shirley Gustafson
Schools Center Building
Room 1004
5057 Woodward Avenbe
Detroit, MI 48202

*Carol. Hillard
29642 Gaylord Center
Livonia, MI 48154

*Martha Hines
Woodside School
Lapeer, MI 48446

'Kathy Hunt
Battle Creek Central High School
100 West Van Buren Street
Battle Creek, MI 49017

'Karen Keller
Walnut Street School
1012 North Walnut Street
Lansing, MI 48906

*Susan Langendonk
C.W. Otto Junior High
500 East Thomas
Lansing; MI 48910

*Gait Lee
3550 Pittsview
Ann Arbor, MI 48:04

*Lois Manette _

1353 Van AUkin, SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49508
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Ronald McPhee
Ann J. Kellogg School
306 Champion
Battle Creek, MI 49017

'Paul MichalSeri
1520 Michigan Road
Port Huron, MI 48060

Karen Pleasant
Route 5,_Sutton Road
Adrian, MI 49221

'Richard Ross
Sexton High School
102 South MtPherson
Lansing, MI 48915

'Dick Roth

Linda Roy
6660 Short Cut Road
Marine City, MI 48039

*Edi Squires _

Otto Junior High School
500 East Thomas
Lansing, MI 48910

'Barbara Taylor _
Millet Learning Center
3660 Southfield
Saginaw, MI 48601

'Diane WorQen
John Glenn High School
3660 Southfield
Westland, MI 48185
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MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

STATEMENT OF ASSURANCE OF COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAW

The Michigan State Board of Education hereby agrees that it will comply
With Federal laws prohibiting discrimination and with all requirements
imposed by or pursuant to regulations of the U.S. Department of Aealth,
Education, and Weifare.Therefore, it shall be the policy of the Michigan State
Board of Education that no perzon on the brz.is of race, color, _religion;
national origin or ancestry, age, sex, or marital status shall be discriminated
against, eXclUded from participation 'in; be denied the benefits of or be
otherwise subjected to discrimination under any federally funded program or
activity for which the Michigan State Board of Education is responsible or for
which It receives federal financial assistance from the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. This policy of non-discrimination shall also apply to
otherwise qualified handicapped individuals.
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